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SUPERSOIL

GOLDFIELDS
PLAZA

GARDEN CENTRE

✆ 9844 3329

1 Mahoneys Crt, Warrandyte

OPEN 6 DAYS

Mon–Fri 7am–5pm
Saturday 8am–5pm
$15 DELIVERIES EVERY SATURDAY
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l Our part of the river
is given the all clear P3

l Ashtray cause of fire
in Brackenbury P4

Thirsty work

The temperature wasn’t the only thing spiking
recently, as resident Jacqui Ward discovered
when a large visiting echidna decided summer

was thirsty work! But the big question is, what
happened next? Head to Pets In Paradise on
Page 16 to find out more.

l The things you see
in Kathmandu! P24

l Don’t miss the
Warrandyte Gift P34

Peter Gardiner
BARRISTER & SOLICITOR

Local legal practitioner since 1989
•••
Office 1, 2 Colin Avenue Warrandyte
T 9844 1111 | F 9844 1792
E peter@pgardiner.com

"Can vegetarians eat animal crackers?"

YOUR COMPLETE BUILDING AND DESIGN SERVICE

Paul Jenkins 0418 387 119
paul@truewood.com.au
www.truewood.com.au
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NEXT ISSUE
Next issue of the Diary will be published on Tuesday, March 8, 2016. Advertising and
editorial copy closes Friday, February 26, 2016.

OUR NEWSPAPER
The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local newsletter. Although it has
developed over the years, it has retained its strong community character, being produced
mostly by volunteers with only one aim: to serve its community. Financed solely through
advertising, it guards its not-for-profit, non-commercial status and its independent voice. The
Diary carries a strong editorial bias towards the people, environment and character of the
place it serves. Its monthly circulation is 4000 copies and it is available in Warrandyte, North
Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park Orchards, Wonga Park, Warranwood, North Ringwood,
Kangaroo Ground and Research.

A SPECIAL PLACE
Warrandyte (approximate population 8000) is situated on the Yarra River, some 27km from
Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked hunting ground of the Wurundjeri people,
in 1851 Warrandyte became the site of the first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon
established its character as a small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river valley.
Around 1900 the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were joined by a number of young
painters who were founding the Australian nationalist arts tradition. Now a commuter suburb
of Melbourne, the natural beauty, community spirit and sense of independence of Warrandyte
has been largely retained. This newspaper is the voice and true expression of that spirit.

In the heart of the village.
Workout in our fully equipped training studio
with your own health coach at the same time as
other members. Set Goals and achieve them!
Motivation, dietary advice, friendship & fun!

Don't wait any longer. Make your
NewYear's Resolution a reality!

MENTION THIS AD TO RECEIVE

3 FREE SESSIONS

PLUS 20% OFF ANY MEMBERSHIP
(Valid until 30 March 2016)

FEBRUARY
Handmade
Leather
Sandals

HOURS
Tues–Sat: 11am–5pm
Sundays: 12noon–5pm

A small story
just kidding
imothy was a small boy.
Smaller, that is, than other boys
of his age.
And while being small no
doubt has its advantages, Timothy could never quite remember what
they were.
For a start he had a small boy’s name.
Timothy isn’t a small boy’s name if you’re
big, but it is if you’re not.
When the class had its photograph
taken, Timothy always had to sit in the
front row with his legs crossed.
When it came to picking sides for some
game or other, Timothy was always left
till last.
And whenever anyone wanted to show
how tough they were, somehow they
always wanted to show Timothy first.
Everything considered, Timothy was
afraid that being a small boy was a bad
thing to be.
So Timothy decided to get bigger.
Which he did.
His parents had never noticed he was
small, so naturally they didn’t notice now
he was big. But the kids at school noticed
right away.
When the school photographer asked
them to line up for the class photo, Timothy got to stand in the back row, right
in the middle, instead of Tommy.
When they chose sides for keepings
off, Timothy got to be a captain, instead
of Tommy.
And when Tommy wanted to show
someone how tough he was, he decided
to show someone else. Like the day he
started teasing a smaller boy on the way
home from school, shouting “Chicken!
Chicken!” till the smaller boy was quite
frightened. But when he saw Timothy
coming towards them, Tommy suddenly
decided to walk on the other side of the
street.
“Hey Tommy,” called Timothy. “Now I

know why the chicken crossed the road!”
You can imagine after all this that
Tommy and Timothy were not the best
of friends, so it‘s funny that they almost
ended up in the soup together.
This is how it happened.
One day, the class went on an excursion to a factory where they made soup.
Pumpkin, vegetable, beef and onion, and
many other varieties besides. Not to
mention chicken.
All the ingredients were chopped up

and placed into huge vats. Then the vats
were filled with boiling water. And finally
a pair of giant beaters mixed everything
together.
You could see all this from a long narrow ramp that ran across the top of the
vats. The class lined up at the foot of the
steps that led up to the ramp. In front of
a sign which said “Walk, don’t run”. And
another which said “Stay in single file”.
But who pays any attention to signs?
Perhaps they were running, not walking.
Perhaps they were pushing past each
other instead of staying in single file.
However it happened, it happened. Tommy and Timothy ended up in the soup.
Or rather, in one of the huge vats,
because luckily that particular vat was
empty. At first. But not for long. Suddenly a million split peas and five hundred
thousand small cubes of ham started
raining down on top of them.
Timothy said to Tommy, “If you were as
big as you think you are, you could climb
out over the sides before you really get
into hot water!”
Tommy said to Timothy, “If you were as
small as you used to be, you could crawl
out that little door before you really get
beaten up!”
Timothy saw what he meant.
At the bottom of the vat was a steel
door on a steel hinge that opened up
when the soup was ready to be poured
into the cans. The opening was about the
size of a small boy. A small boy about the
same size Timothy used to be before he
decided to get bigger.
Suddenly he had to make another
choice. Whether to go back to being a
small boy and get out, or stay big and
end up in cans and cans of Pea, Ham, Tim
and Tom soup.
Timothy decided. And crawled out
the door.
It’s an amazing story, I know. And one
of the amazing things is that even though
Timothy was small once more, he didn’t
ever feel small again.
Another amazing thing is he never again
ate Pea and Ham soup with Tom sauce.
ALAN CORNELL

Everyone in Warrandyte
reads the Diary
For local advertising that works call Briony on 9844 0555
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What contamination?
By LAURA DOGUET
and SCOTT PODMORE

AN Environment Protection Authority Victoria investigation has revealed
there has been no contamination of
the Yarra River and surrounds at
Pound Bend Reserve.
A leaked incident and hazard report detailing a poorly maintained
wash down facility in the Warrandyte
State Park has caused much controversy since it surfaced recently and
also ignited some wild speculation
and guesswork on Warrandyte social
media pages.
The report revealed an apparent
chemical contamination of the Yarra
River and surrounding vegetation
within the Pound Bend workcentre.
While the validity of the report’s
claims have been questioned by
Friends of the Warrandyte State Park
(FOWSP), the matter has seemingly
been put to rest by the results of
an EPA investigation which proved
there was no contamination of the
river or surrounds.
According to the original report,
which was written on April 29 last
year, the wash down facility was
“used to pressure wash vehicles,
to triple rinse chemical containers
and to mix/fill herbicides for use in
the park”.
The report revealed the facility led
to chemical drainage into the Yarra
River and consequent nearby tree
death. It also claimed “the wash bay
doesn’t meet any legal requirements
and if the EPA was informed, PV
would face serious fines".
The report surfaced in early January and was published by major
news outlets. The allegations caused
uproar from the media and general
public as many were led to believe
the issue was ongoing.
“These are shocking revelations
of the Yarra being poisoned in a
secret government report which
Daniel Andrews has tried to bury,”
said shadow environment minister
Brad Battin.
“Daniel Andrews needs to order a
full investigation into what’s been
done to stop this environmental
vandalism,” he added.
In response to the abundance
of reports and articles, Friends of
the Warrandyte State Park (FOWSP) committee of management
addressed the accusations for the
Diary in an official statement.
“We are not aware of any negative impact to the environment as
detailed in the report - there is no
out-of-the-ordinary dead vegetation
downhill of the ‘wash-down’ facility. We would, of course, be greatly
concerned, if this were the case.
“FOWSP enjoys a close working relationship with the rangers who operate from the Pound Bend workcentre. Their concern for safety and the
environment is not only paramount,
but it's their job. As such, we do not
believe that any of their staff would
knowingly be a party to the actions
in the aforementioned report.”
Committee member of the FOWSP
Jason Patton elaborated on this with
a list of his own personal observations after attaining a copy of the
infamous report.
“There is NO tree death downhill
from the site - well, actually there
is one dead tree among a stand of
healthy trees,” he told the Diary.

Pottery stars
are on show
By SCOTT PODMORE

“The Yarra River is some 200m
downhill from the site, including
crossing an 80m alluvial plain. Is
anyone aware of any water quality
checks that prove that the Yarra has
been contaminated from this site?
“I am not versed in the operation of
the containment facility (pits, etc),
but I CAN say that from my many visits there, it is designed as a retention
basin to prevent release of poisons
to the surrounding environment.”
The report certainly raises questions as there is no sign of river
contamination or dead vegetation at
the time of its public release.
However, local MP Ryan Smith said
the report would have been filled in
by the Warrandyte State Park rangers themselves.

“In this case, Parks Vic rangers
themselves would have filled in the
report as they noticed the effects
of the waste water on surrounding
vegetation. So, in short, this is a
self-acknowledged incident, not a
report done by an external party,”
he said.
“The Warrandyte State Park rangers would have noted it for their
bosses. What happens then was a decision for those higher up the chain.”
On January 20, Parks Victoria released a statement with the results
of the EPA’s recent investigation
into Warrandyte State Park’s waste
management practices.
The EPA confirmed there was “no
current contamination of the Yarra
from these herbicides” and “minor

herbicide contamination of soil near
the wash bay” at the Warrandyte
Depot.
Parks Victoria chief executive
Bradley Fauteux revealed that resolution of the incident commenced in
June of 2015.
“I am pleased that there is no
current evidence of herbicides being
washed into the Yarra. Herbicide
washing in the facility ceased in June
last year after the issue was flagged
by staff in an internal occupational,
health and safety report,” Mr Fauteux said.
“Trucks now come in to remove
sediment. We have commenced an
investigation and an immediate and
ongoing state-wide review of our facilities, including wash bay facilities
and reporting procedures.”
While the issue appears to be
somewhat resolved, Mr Smith said
he did not find that explanation
conclusive enough.
“There has been no feedback about
why practices allowed it to happen
or what has actually been done to
ensure it doesn’t happen again,” he
said. “The response seems to have
been ‘OK, it was wrong, it’s fixed,
please move on’. I think that locals
need more reassurance than this.”
Mr Patton, on the other hand,
remains sceptical about the accuracy of the report in the first place.
“I do not believe that there ever
was any contamination, from the
lack of dead vegetation. The ‘report’,
which is merely five bullet-points,
would appear to be written by
someone who does not have an understanding of the area, for example,
a temp worker, or visitor.
“Unfortunately, the public and media have jumped on the report, and
taken it verbatim - no investigation
of the site.”

Are you paying too much tax?

Jacqueline Bell
Dental Prosthetist

• Natural looking dentures • Laminated mouthguards
• Relines and repairs
• On the spot health claims

to receive your free consultation
Call

9844 4321

www.keepsmiling.com.au
11 Lorraine Avenue, Warrandyte

THE works of more than 70 of
Australia’s finest ceramic artists will be on show at the 16th
annual Pottery Expo in Warrandyte on March 5 and 6.
The annual event is held on
the banks of the beautiful Yarra
River in the heart of town opposite the pub.
Organiser Jane Annois says
the expo will feature six talented
ceramic artists from Perth.
“It’s a chance to visit the potters over the weekend to talk
about their work, discuss the individual styles and buy a unique
piece of artwork or extraordinary tableware or a magnificent
garden feature,” Jane says.
“We have many new artists
this year with the ceramics as
different as each artist. You can
see who will be exhibiting and
their work at www.potteryexpo.
com. A few to look out for are
Marina Pribaz with her contemporary porcelain, Adam Cox
who returns to us after a five
year absence, Kathy Fahey and
Frida Bircic, and The Treefern
Potters make their debut from,
you guessed it, Ferntree Gully.
Master potters Arnaud Barraud
and John Stroomer will show
their exquisite work. And there
are many more favourites.”
Over the weekend there will
be musicians performing. Food
and coffee will be available.
Visitors can discuss courses
with the TAFE colleges and meet
students who will be displaying their work. Clayworks will
present a range of clays, tools
and books, and offering advice about anything to do with
working with clay. Clayworks
and Manningham council pottery classes have a tent, where
visitors of all ages can get their
hands in the clay, to create their
own masterpiece or decorate.
Ongoing demonstrations by
ceramic artists exhibiting at
the expo will reveal secrets of
decoration, hand building and
wheel throwing. Dinner and
dancing will be held upstairs at
the Grand Hotel for on Saturday
March 5 from 6.30pm-10.30pm.
The Warrandyte Lions Club
will announce an award for the
best-presented stand.
The Pottery Expo is grateful
for the support from Manningham council, Warrandyte Community Bank, Clayworks and
the Warrandyte Lions Club. For
more info visit potteryexpo.com

DEAD, DANGEROUS & LARGE TREE SPECIALIST
tree removals – tree pruning & surgery
stump removal – storm damage – prompt reliable service
free quotes and advice – 24 hour service
fully insured – experienced climber

Need a tax planning health check consult us now. We welcome business
and personal tax enquiries.
“We are the accountants who care”
Personalised Taxation &
Accounting Services Pty Ltd

Certified Practising Accountants

Like us

BEN 0417 364 178 – Qualified arborist
Your local service provider for 15 years

PO Box 143, Warrandyte, 3113

T: 9844 2409 or 0412 011 946
E: info@ptasaccountants.com.au
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Brackenbury blaze
By SCOTT PODMORE

A MAKESHIFT ashtray was the
cause of a fire that gutted a house
in Brackenbury Street, according
to Warrandyte CFA, as emergency
vehicles from Warrandyte, South
Warrandyte, North Warrandyte and
Eltham CFAs attended the blaze and
quickly brought it under control.
Warrandyte CFA captain Adrian
Mullens said: “It started at the back
at the house – an old, small tomato
tin used as an ashtray.”
The house was only a few hundred
metres away from Yarra Street, Warrandyte’s busiest part of town, and
fortunately no person or animal was
injured in the blaze thanks to the excellent response by a combination of
seven tankers and pumpers, police,
ambulance and rehabilitation unit. A
fire investigator and regional officers
also attended.
Neighbours called 000 after smelling smoke about 1.30pm on Thursday January 28. Resident Cassie
Jones told the Diary she could smell
smoke for about half an hour before
taking a look around the area to see
where it was coming from.
“The CFA trucks were here within
minutes,” she said.
“That same house only had a
fire that did some damage just a
few years ago as well.” Something
the Warrandyte CFA confirmed
this week, informing the Diary of
a chimney fire at the property in
recent years.
It is believed the house was left
with extensive damage after fire
came through the back wall near
where the ashtray was situated
and through the rooftop with large
amounts of smoke billowing out and
across nearby streets.
As one local pointed out, the fire
is an ominous reminder that had
the fire happened only a few weeks
earlier on a low humidity, high temperature windy day, containment
would have been very difficult.
The house is very close to the old
goldmines and bushland protected
as part of the Warrandyte State
Forest, as well as several nearby
houses and commercial buildings in
the main street.
Smoke and embers emitted on
a severe or catastrophic risk day
would have created problematic
spot fires in a challenging residential
and commercial area.
While our CFA crews and emergency services clearly did a fantastic
job, it’s also worth noting the strong

Culprit
busted
dumping
rubbish
By RUTH BIRCH

LATE last month a white van
was reportedly seen dumping
rubbish at the bottom of Johansons Rd in Warrandyte (above).
A quick thinking witness noted
the registration number and
reported it to police who are
following up the crime.
+++
Some time overnight between
Sunday January 31 and Monday February 1 an unlocked
car was rummaged through
and a key was stolen. Nothing
else was taken. The car was
parked in a driveway in Fossickers Way, Warrandyte.
+++
community spirit shown on the
Warrandyte Business and Community Group page when several locals
immediately committed to offering
all sorts of assistance and help for
the owner of the property, including
somewhere to stay.
“The owner was only gone for an
hour and it happened in that time,”
Warrandyte CFA captain Adrian Mul-

lens told the Diary. “A pet dog was in
the house and the minute the boys
opened the door, the dog scooted
so fortunately no people or animals
were hurt.
The fire initially was in the roof
space (the bulk of the fire) and where
the ashtray burnt – the point of origin at the back wall.”
A Manningham building inspector

arrived at the house, removed the
certificate of occupancy, and power
and gas was immediately disconnected while asbestos was also identified
in the building.
“It certainly wasn’t habitable afterwards,” Capt Mullens said.
“We salvaged what we could get
from the house but there’s extensive
damage.”

Red Balloon day on February 28
WARRANDYTIANS know better
than anyone else that our heroic
fire fighters go out to battle fires
all year round – putting their lives
on the line to save ours and our
properties.
Many of these fire fighters are
away from their families for days
on end, sometimes longer to keep
our families and communities safe.
National Red Balloon Day is a
100% charity organisation, which
was founded in January 2014, as
a way for all Australians to give
praise and thanks to our nation’s
fire fighters.
On the February 28 Australians
are again asked to show their sup-

port of our courageous men and
women by flying a red balloon
from their mailbox, fence or workplace as a simple measure to say
“Thank You Fireys”.
Together with the sale of ‘Thank
You Fireys’ red balloons, and other
merchandise which is available
through nationalredballoonday.
org, it’s not only a thank you to
our fire fighters but it also raises
funds. All profits from the fundraising event will go directly back
to the state from which the item/s
is purchased. You can also donate
directly through the website.
All donations over $2 are tax
deductible.

+++
Warrandyte Police had to euthanise three kangaroos in five
days after they were hit by cars
in Jumping Creek Rd, Wonga
Park, Reserve Road in Wonga
Park and Ringwood-Warrandyte Rd in South Warrandyte outside the strawberry
farm. Police urge residents to
please remember to be aware
of native animals on the road
at all times.
+++

VISIT WWW.NATIONALREDBALLOONDAY.ORG

BACKUP WIRELESS SET-UP NETWORKS CLOUD INTEGRATOR SMALL BUSINESS MAC & WINDOWS

Your Warrandyte IT specialist
Bora Seker
info@bnsolutions.net.au
0438 072 895

On Monday February 1 at
about 11am, a motorcycle was
stolen from Poppys Court in
Warrandyte and dumped under
some tree branches that had
been cut by the offender in
Wildflower Court.
The motorcycle was located
by police and returned to
the owner. Police believe the
offender had planned to come
back at a later time to take it.

Police urge residents to remain
vigilant and to call 000 immediately if they notice any suspicious activity.
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Who wants to run our market?

By DAVID HOGG

AN interim committee of experienced local leaders has been
appointed to run the February and
March markets after Manningham
City Council ended its relationship
with the former Warrandyte Community Market committee.
In the meantime, council seeks
expressions of interest from not-forprofit community groups based in
Manningham to continue to operate
the market for a three-year period
commencing in April.
Manningham council’s acting CEO
Chris Potter said despite extensive liaison with the market committee last
year, organisers had not addressed
council’s concerns which included:
environmental issues and protection
of trees; proper set-up and governance; correct reporting structures,
proper accounting practices and
transparency of accounts; safety
issues including plans for emergency
management and evacuation; and accredited and planned traffic control.
Council has established an interim
committee under the chairmanship
of Geoff Taylor to run the February
and March markets. The group’s
spokesman Dick Davies explained
the interim committee was independent of the former committee. It has
a representative from each of Rotary
Club of Warrandyte Donvale (Rob
Edwards), Lions Club of Warrandyte
(Geoff Taylor), local CFAs (Mark
Simpson), Warrandyte Community
Church (David Molyneux), and
Warrandyte Community Association
(Mr Davies).
The committee is using the policies
and accounting practices already in
place with Rotary, who run a market
elsewhere, for the interim period.
It is also grateful for the help from
members of the former committee
to enable the transfer.
“We certainly express our gratitude
to the many Warrandyte people who
have made the market what is has
been over the past 31 years. A lot
of people have contributed in many

Interim market committee: Geoff Taylor, David Molyneux, Dick Davies, Rob Edwards. (Missing – Mark Simpson).

ways,” Mr Taylor told the Diary.
Mr Potter said council was seeking
an interested community group or
collaboration of groups to enter into
a licence agreement with council for
the operation of the market for a
three-year period from April.
The successful bidder would be
required to: provide a quality market
that gives preference to local producers and handmade/craft items;
encourage local sustainability and
food production; provide an interesting, vibrant and uniquely Warrandyte
shopping experience; attract local
and regional visitors to Manningham and Warrandyte; maintain the
natural and cultural values of the reserve; continue to distribute money
to charities and community groups
within Manningham; continue to
ensure free entrance to the market;
develop and implement Safety, Risk
and Traffic Management Plans; and
prepare an Event and Food Safety
Agreement.
Mr Potter said while bids were

sought from not-for-profit organisations, it meant the considerable profits made by the market would need
to be distributed to local deserving
community groups.
Given 150 stalls paying, for example, $50 per market, one could expect
the market to raise about $80,000
per year.
He believes the market had perhaps become too commercial in
recent years and would like to see it
brought back to more local community craft and produce. Additionally,
he observed the mix of stalls had
not been well balanced and cited
five stalls selling wax candles as an
example of that.
The market would not be permitted
to operate on days of Total Fire Ban.
One of council’s concerns was to
ensure an equitable distribution of
the funds across community groups,
and in particular, there would be no
sudden change of funding distributions away from groups who may
have come to depend on them. He

confirmed the recent stall locations
plan which makes provision for up
to 162 stalls was to be adhered to
and the new market would not be
permitted to expand beyond that or
up the hill.
Paul Goodison, Manningham council’s co-ordinator landscape and
leisure, said the new plan relates
to council-owned open space and
Crown land managed by council. It
excludes private land such as that
area belonging to the Warrandyte
Community Church, which previously had market stalls. While there is
nothing preventing the new operator
from expanding the market onto
private land, the owner of such land
would need to obtain the necessary
planning permission and put policies, procedures and insurances in
place which mirror those required
for council land.
Applications are now open and
close February 17. Council will make
a decision quickly after that date, so
the new operators can commence

with the April market.
Mr Davies said the interim committee would be putting in a bid to
become the new operator on behalf
of the Warrandyte community; they
did not want to see management
of the market fall into commercial
hands or be run by people outside
the immediate Warrandyte area.
The bid would be made by a
consortium of five groups running
the interim committee, and the
representatives on the interim
committee would effectively form
the management committee or
“board” of the new organisation to
manage the monthly operation of the
market and ensure good corporate
governance. They propose a larger
“reference committee” advise the
board and make recommendations
to the management committee on
the distribution of profits.
The interim committee members
welcome any approach from interested organisations or individuals
who would like to get involved. They
envisage the new organisation could
hold an annual “reporting night” similar to that done by the Warrandyte
Community Bank, at which presentation of grants could be made for
everyone in the community to see.
The Warrandyte Community Market has been operating since 1985.
From a humble beginning it grew
to about 200 stalls in the past few
years attracting visitors from all over
Melbourne.
It operates monthly on the first
Saturday in each month except January, with two markets in December.
In recent years, before the cutback
in stalls, it had been taking about
$100,000 per year, most of which is
profit distributed to local community groups, schools, kinders, fire
brigades, and housing and support
services.
We should recognise the great
contribution the former market
committee made – they must have
contributed about $2 million or so
over 30 years to Warrandyte organisations.
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A festival feast
By CHERIE MOSELEN

WHETHER it’s tucking into a plate
of Asian noodles or getting sweet
on some crepes laced with Grand
Marnier, dining out at Warrandyte
Festival is one big treat.
Each year, organisers explore a
vigorous mix of new music and
entertainment that combine with
traditional favourites to deliver the
celebration we all know and love.
Balancing the diversity and quality
of food providers is also a priority.
(Yes, everyone loves that twirlypotato-thingy-on-a-stick, but man
cannot live by delicious, salty, fried
food alone!)
Festival committee member Younes
Khazour is the man ticking boxes for
variety, flavour and some healthy
choice options this year.
With a background in hospitality,
the Warrandyte resident said it
wasn’t too challenging to put his
hand up to help out at the festival,
which he rated as a rewarding experience.
Younes took over co-ordination of
the food stalls from previous volunteer Birgitte Bowers who, he told the
Diary, had “patiently introduced him
to the role over a two-year period”.
“Brigitte had a handle on the food
stalls for some years before me and
it was fantastic to learn from her,”
said Younes.
“I love food more than anything
and that’s what I want to share with
the festival. I think trying new food
is like reading a new author – you
can’t judge a book by looks or what
you hear from others, you have to
experience it for yourself.”
So, what will people find on the
food trail during Warrandyte’s biggest weekend?
“Festivalgoers will be able to enjoy
food from the streets of South America and the traditional aisles of the
South East Asian markets. They can

Food is the word: Younes Khazour (inset) is overseeing the food sensations at this year's festival in March. Main:
The parade is always a big hit with the locals.

pick up some Euro style along the
way or take a detour to the Middle
East,” Younes said. “I don’t want to
reveal too much, you have to come
down, no excuses!”
Apparently, the Singapore noodle
caravan Sar Hor Fun is back after
a year off; the Gozleme Ladies are
coming for the first time, (residents
will know their quality from the
Warrandyte market); coffee will be
via The White Owl.
Temptation has another name: Dee
Khan, maker of Polish dumplings.
(Younes said these are among his
favourites, “because I love bacon,
cream and potatoes – classic for a
Frenchman!”)
And hold your jalapenos for Hola
Muchacho Mexican, as seen at the
Queen Vic night market, with their
slow-cooked Mexican food. Word
is… hot!
Younes said he was “a bit nervous
to hear the reaction from patrons
toward new stalls”, but believed
there would be flavours for everyone
to enjoy.
The French foodie described the
organising committee as “a group of
enthusiastic people who give back,
not just time, but skills, generosity
and a desire to share their accom-

plishments”.
He said he liked the idea of putting
a bit of time and effort towards something that his own children would
enjoy and have great memories of.
Besides, through his involvement, he
believes “they will learn something
about community”.
The next edition of the Diary will
feature a festival lift-out that includes
a full menu of events.
Until then, here are just a few reasons to get excited:
The Annual Billy Cart Derby; Milonga (tango dance) demonstration and
teaching at Boogie Central; bands,
including The Little Stevies and the
Teeny Tiny Stevies; puppet shows;
Nature’s Play; hip hop demos and
participation; belly dancing, Ignite
Bollywood; waterslide, kids art &
craft activities; Rotary Art Show;
duck race, Grand Read; Battle of the
Bands; pet parade, and any number
of static stalls to visit.
Jellybean racing, a family bike ride
and maybe a gold mining tour all on
the same day – that’s one way to
earn a beer (craft, of course) and a
sit-down!
Saturday’s street parade will get
under way, as usual, with a regal nod
from the festival monarchs.

Two men who ooze talent and creativity, local musician Glen Jameson
and lighting and projection artist
Hugh McSpedden, are this year’s
chosen ones.
The Diary did ask if they had any
“grand” plans (last year’s king and
queen Joff and Cherry Manders
led the Grand Parade all the way
to Stiggants Reserve on a couple
of camels), but was told only “wait
and see”.
I suspect, given some of the illusions Mr McSpedden has created
throughout his interesting career,
seeing may be one thing, believing
another.
For the past 39 years Warrandyte
Festival committee volunteers have
been putting their hands together
to throw this special party for their
neighbours.
All we need to do is show up.
Warrandyte Festival will be held
across the weekend of March 18-20.
The festival committee, which
catches up once a month over a
glass of wine and some snacks, is
always happy to have new members. To show your interest, make
contact at the info van on site or
email: info@warrandytefestival.org

Jonathan's building
a big reputation
By SAMMI TAYLOR

WARRANDYTE builder Jonathan Cross has
won the Housing Industry Association’s
Award for Renovation
of the Year Project
under $300,000.
Making the win all
the more sweet was
the renovation was
on his in-laws' house.
Jonathan, from construction company
Stonelea Homes, was
presented the award
for his work on a property at 18 Magpie Lane (right).
“The original home was built in
1979 of brick veneer construction—
the house was dated and was in need
of a makeover,” Jonathan says.
“I was chuffed to win this award - It
is great to win such wonderful recognition after being in the building
trade for over 20 years.”
Jonathan renovated almost every
aspect of the home, from creating a
magnificent butterfly roof to double
glazed windows and a 21st century
kitchen space.

And, due to a high bushfire attack level in the
area, all materials used
were non-flammable and
non-combustible, to ensure the highest degree
of safety.
The award was presented at the HIA Awards
night at Crown Palladium
last year, and was made
even more special as Jonathan’s family, friends,
apprentices and the
home owners themselves
were in attendance.
“We believe Jonathan
was rewarded for his
efforts and outstanding workmanship in providing us with a beautiful
home,” Daryl Bolton said.
Stonelea Homes has renovated 12
properties in the Warrandyte area
since 1994, contributing beautiful
architecture and environmentally
sustainable homes to the local
community.
“Warrandyte is a wonderful place
to live, work and raise my family –
there is no where else I would rather
be,” Jonathan said.

Before and after: The award-winning renovation by Jonathan Cross (left).

Photographer: Amanda Cross
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Nillumbik
to wear
the cap
NILLUMBIK council has formally
resolved to keep rate increases
within the state government’s
2.5 per cent cap for the 20162017 financial year.
Mayor Cr Bronnie Hattam said
council had reviewed operating
budgets and identified potential
cuts and efficiency measures
which can reduce operating expenditure by $600,000 without
a significant impact on service
levels in 2016-2017.
“In terms of capital spending,
Nillumbik has been successful
with two applications from the
Interface Growth Fund ($3.8m
Eltham Leisure Centre and
$2.5m Eltham Community and
Reception Centre) which have
reduced the pressure on the
2016-2017 budget,” Cr Hattam
said.
The rate capping legislation
was approved by Parliament late
last year and the minister announced the 2.5 per cent cap last
December. This means the average rates per property (which includes general rates and the municipal charge) will be capped at
an increase of 2.5 per cent.
Council undertook a community engagement process to inform
its approach to rate capping
which included a community
panel of 39 members, council’s
annual community survey of
face-to-face interviews with 500
people randomly selected from
the across the shire, and an online survey open to everyone.
“The feedback from the community engagement shows that
the preference from the local
community is for council to keep
rates within the cap,” Cr Hattam
said.

Helipad
ditched
after chat
A CONVERSATION with a councilor
convinced Olivigna co founder
John Di Pietro to pull the pin on
a proposed helicopter pad on the
South Warrandyte property late
last year for fears it would “divide
a community”.
Mr Di Pietro said a conversation
with Councillor Sophy Galbally, in
which she offered him advice, was
enough to prompt him to withdraw
a VCAT application seeking planning permission for the helipad.
It was a topic that polarized views
among locals.
In a letter to Cr Galbally, Mr
Di Pietro said: “The considerate
way you presented the full range
of concerns about the proposed
helicopter pad, and the passion
with which those concerns are
held, enabled me to reconsider our
position. On reflection I, and my
fellow director, came to see that to
proceed with our plans would be to
divide a community, a community
we’ve been a part of and valued for
40 years – clearly this is the last
thing we want.”
The Olivigna directors then informed emergency services, who
were in favour of the helicopter
pad, of the decision.
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Soul kitchen

Heartfelt Now and Not Yet Café opens its doors
By SAMMI TAYLOR

WARRANDYTE not-for-profit café
Now and Not Yet are known for
providing great coffee, service
and atmosphere for their local
community to enjoy. But now its
branching out with compassion
by supporting Victoria’s refugee
community.
In 2015, Now and Not Yet employed two young refugee men
from Sri Lanka, Nigethan and
Selvam, recently released from
Melbourne Immigration Transit
Accommodation, a detention centre in Broadmeadows.
One of these men is Nigethan,
a skilled chef from Sri Lanka,
currently living in Warrandyte
and working in Now and Not Yet’s
kitchen.
“I spent the last six years in a detention centre, and was released
four months ago,” Nigethan told
the Diary.
“Now, I am very lucky to be here
and to have a job in this restaurant. I am very happy and very
thankful for the opportunity.”
Derek Bradshaw, founder and
general manager of Now and Not
Yet, knew there was something he
could do to help asylum seekers
find their feet in Australia.
“We got really passionate about
the refugee issue and the way
our government is treating these
beautiful and amazing people. We
thought why don’t we start utilising our amazing little café to be
able to help with training and employment opportunities,” Derek
told the Diary.
“Part of our goal is to help
people get some longevity and
housing. A lot of them can’t get
a job because they don’t have
a fixed address, and they can’t
get a fixed address because they
haven’t got a job. These people
too, they’ve got amazing skills but
they don’t have the opportunity
to use them or the chance to get
some training under their belt.
And long term employment helps
them to be able to feel good about
themselves and feel like they’re
actually contributing to Australian
society.”
Nigethan’s contribution to the
Warrandyte community has been
stellar. An incredible chef with
a heart of gold, Nige has been
cooking up delicious food for locals and visitors for the past few
months, bringing his own unique
touch to each and every dish.
“My favourite dish to cook is the
coconut butter chicken. It’s not
too spicy. In my country, we cook
with lots of spice, but here I cook
so that anyone can have it, even
children,” he says.
“I’m just working in the kitchen
at the moment, so that I can get
experience. But then I want to
learn to do coffee.”

Check out our video of the new
chefs at the Now & Not Yet Cafe
on our YouTube channel
www.warrandytediary.com.au

Now and Not Yet has provided
support, housing, employment
and friendly guidance to help
Nigethan and Selvam find their
feet outside the detention centre
walls. But the Warrandyte community has also been a force to
be reckoned with, donating food,
money, bedding and household
items to give these men a head
start.
“One of the things I love about
the Warrandyte community is that
they’re really passionate about
the things we’re passionate about.
They’ve given us everything you
can possibly think of. Even one
lady who’d done her research
on Sri Lankan food went out and
bought us all these Sri Lankan
spices and a picnic basket so that
they could make food and go
down to the river to enjoy beautiful Warrandyte,” Derek says.
Nigethan is especially thankful
for Derek and his family, who
have taken him in and provided
him with a positive start in his life
outside of detention. The wider
Warrandyte community has also
ensured that Nigethan feels welcome everywhere he goes.
“I like going to the river. I also
like the coffee and the nice people – it’s nice to see new faces all
the time. When I was in the detention centre, it was the same people all the time. But now I really
enjoy every day. I really love this
place,” he says.
Derek hopes Nigethan and
Selvam are the first of many to
benefit from Now and Not Yet’s
program, helping them not only
with housing and employment but
also with developing their interview and CV skills and improving
their English.
“The long-term goal is to con-

tinue the program and get people
on the road. But we’ve made a
commitment to this and they’re
part of the family now, so we will
continue to support them, encourage them and make sure they’ve
got stability moving forward,”
Derek says.

The café manager couldn’t be
more proud of the way the Warrandyte community has rallied
their support for Nigethan and
Selvam, and hopes we can all lend
a hand in making a difference for
refugees and asylum seekers not
only in our community, but in all

of Australia.
“It’s not an asylum seeker issue
that we’re talking about – we’re
talking about real people. People
who love and are passionate. I
hate the way that it’s become this
political issue and it’s completely
dehumanised.”
“There is joy that comes from
engaging with somebody and
stopping the dehumanising of it.
It’s great. It’s a really good thing
for Warrandyte to be part of.
Making a difference and standing
up to our government and saying
‘this is not the way that we want
to treat people’.”
“They bring a lot to our community so it’s a privilege to be a part
of it.”
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Flooded by a hill of discontent
comment
By DAVID HOGG

MOST of us have played Monopoly.
It’s not much fun when you draw
that Community Chest card “You
are assessed for street repairs” and
have to pay up.
Yet in Warrandyte, with its history
of small country town bush blocks
turning into suburban homes within
the Melbourne metropolitan area,
many of us are being required to
pay up from time to time, in amounts
ranging from $2000 to $20,000. That
quiet dirt road has to be surfaced.
That overhead power line has to be
put underground. You are required
to connect to the new sewer even
though you think your septic tank
is adequate. That private swimming
pool suddenly has to have expensive
fences put around it. And of course
your surface water floods neighbouring properties and you are required
to put in drainage.
These are all un-budgeted surprises for Warrandyte residents which
suburban folk on new estates don’t
experience; because since 1958 new
blocks are required to have infrastructure in place. And the price of
new blocks is accordingly higher.
Whether the current residents like it

Our reporter, theatre reviewer and ‘voice of reason’ David Hogg has been
watching the comments and correspondence on the Melbourne Hill Road
Drainage Scheme from a distance. Asked to provide some comment on the
issue, he plays devil’s advocate, presents the other side to the argument and
dishes out some bouquets and wooden spoons.
or not, the block their house stands
on would have been acquired many
years ago at a cheap price, simply
because it was then a bush block
and this necessary infrastructure
was not in place at that time. And if
you are not the original owner, then
surely your conveyancer had a duty
of care to warn you of this deficiency
and liability for future works.
No one likes to receive an expected
account for thousands of dollars, so
community concern is quite understandable. To say as some do that “I
don’t have a problem with flooding”
is to miss the point. You are failing
to contain the rainwater that falls
on your land within your property
boundaries, and it is flowing elsewhere and causing a problem. A
modern drainage scheme would
prevent this. And Manningham
council, who are perhaps one of the
more affluent councils are paying
half the cost of the works, a concession which probably would not be
available in adjacent council areas.
And arrangements can be made for
those who have financial difficulty in

meeting the required payment. Residents’ comments in the last Diary
seem to be divided between those
who say “We don’t want this scheme
at all” and those who say “It is necessary but the approved proposal
is for a Rolls Royce approach and
it doesn’t need to cost that much”.
There has been a flood of correspondence to the Diary on this
particular matter, possibly more
than ever before. Bouquets should
be handed to the Diary for giving
the space for residents, council
and councillors to put their point
of view. However, a wooden spoon
award goes to the editor for having
a financial interest in a property
there, despite him declaring his hand
earlier in the piece and no longer
residing there.
The biggest wooden spoon goes to
Manningham council for their failed
public relations effort in this matter.
While credit must go to them for
taking action to solve a real problem,
the way in which this has been managed and sold to the residents has
been a disgrace. The engagement

of independent environmental consultants was initially welcomed but
their findings were not and there
seems to have been much doubt as
to their independence. The original
proposal for the drainage scheme
was already planned at the outset
and presented to the community as
a fait accompli. How much better
would it have been if council had adopted a more consultative approach
and worked with the community in
exploring the solutions, rather than
presenting them?
Councillors have not endeared
themselves to their constituents:
but again constituents have to realise that councillors are not there to
lobby for minority groups; they have
to represent the whole of the ward
they were elected to and look to the
general public good which may come
with some pain and not be popular.
But it is sad to read that some
non-local ward councillors have
actually been rude and intimidating.
Having come in for criticism that
earlier more minor works did not
solve the problem, it is perhaps un-

derstandable that councillors might
vote for a scheme that provides a
point of connection on most properties, rather than one that requires
further disruptive works when landowners extend or build a garage. And
with the ongoing debate on climate
change, councils are being pushed
by their insurers to take action to
mitigate the effect of more frequent
flooding events.
So where do we go to from here? A
decision has been made by council
who have acted within their powers.
Unless an appeal is lodged, it is a
done deal even if unpopular. Residents affected have three possible
options:
Option 1. Appeal the decision to
VCAT on the grounds that residents
do not want these works at all; it is
trying to address a problem that
may not occur for decades. Perhaps
unlikely that this would succeed.
Option 2. Appeal the decision to
VCAT on the grounds that the proposed solution is far too expensive
and that other less-costly options
will do the job adequately. Perhaps
more likely to succeed.
Option 3. Accept the inevitable,
pay up and endure the pain.
This issue has dragged on for over
two years now and consumed more
pages of Diary space than the sewerage works which have affected far
more residents.
It is time it is resolved.

Graffiti hits north of the river
By DAVID HOGG

NORTH Warrandyte residents
were in for a nasty surprise in mid
January when a retaining wall on
Research-Warrandyte Road near
Bradleys Lane had been daubed
overnight with bright graffiti.
This is the latest spate in a series

of graffiti attacks in North Warrandyte. Others have targetted
road signs and bus shelters.
Eltham police were not aware of
the incident and the culprits had
not been found at the time the Diary went to print. Nillumbik council were not aware and had not

received any complaints, although
it appears some recent effort had
been made to remove this graffiti
but was not completely successful
and the wall remains defaced.
North Warrandyte has previously been free of graffiti compared
with other suburbs.

Women without
Borders
Grow Your Business Group
Program – Register Your Interest

LAUGHING WATERS
ROAD: ART, LANDSCAPE
AND MEMORY IN ELTHAM
Laughing Waters Road: Art, Landscape
and Memory in Eltham is an exhibition
of collective of works by artists
inspired by their Laughing Waters artist
residencies over the past 15 years.
Don’t miss this rare opportunity to see
a fascinating showcase of contemporary
artwork, images and artefacts.
The exhibition runs until Monday
14 March, Barn Gallery, Montsalvat.

The Grow Your Business Group Program
is a State Government subsidised program
for small to medium sized businesses with
a particular enterprise improvement focus.
The program provides each business with
practical tools and reports which summarise
their 3 Year Business Strategy.
For further information or to register your
interest, please call Darko on 9433 3315 or
email Darko.Popovski@nillumbik.vic.gov.au

Celebrating Local Business –
Call for Nominations

Eltham Jazz,
Food & Wine Festival
Great musical entertainment, sumptuous
food and award-winning local wines,
with a designated kids area filled with fun
activities for the littlies.
elthamjazz.com.au

The regional Business Achievement
Awards celebrate the achievements of
small to medium sized enterprises in
Melbourne’s North.

Senior Production
audition dates

Each year two Nillumbik businesses are
nominated for the awards. Nominations close
Thursday 31 March 2016.

Auditions for the senior musical for
young people will be held on Monday
15, 22 and 29 February 4pm-7pm at
Hurstbridge Hall.

For further information or to nominate,
please call Christine on 9433 3332 or email
Christine.Gibbins@nillumbik.vic.gov.au

www.facebook.com/nillumbikcouncil

Performers must attend all three auditions.

Join us for ‘Women
without Borders’,
a discussion on
Australian women’s
rights, gender equality,
peace, security, violence
against women and women’s
health, with two interesting
and dynamic presenters.
When:

Thursday 10 March 2016

Time:

6pm – 9.30pm

Venue:

Eltham Community and
Reception Centre,
801 Main Road, Eltham.

Cost:

$30 (dinner and drinks)

Bookings: Bookings are essential;
tickets are available for
purchase through
www.trybooking.
com/176502 by
26 February 2016
Enquiries: Daniella Tarle on
9433 3157 or
events@nillumbik.
vic.gov.au

nillumbikyouth.vic.gov.au

@nillumbikshire

www.nillumbik.vic.gov.au
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dear diary
Letters to the Diary on
local topics are welcome.
All letters — including
emails — must include
the writer’s full name,
address and phone
number, even if not
intended for publication.
Letters may be edited for
reasons of style, length
or legality. Letters can be
posted to: Warrandyte
Diary, PO Box 209,
Warrandyte Vic 3113.
They can be emailed to:
editor@warrandytediary.
com.au; or left at the
Diary at 168-178 Yarra St.

A suppor ter
steps forward
for council
Dear Diary,
Well done to officers at Manningham council and councillors Downie and McLeish for
supporting the Melbourne
Hill drainage proposal. Improved drainage is a major
public health issue in Mullum
Mullum Ward, and the Council should be applauded for
acting responsibly. Now for
the other areas of Mullum
Mullum that are also in great
need of drainage and sewerage schemes.
Graeme Macmillan

A Grinch hits our Bridge
Dear Diary readers,
The Bridge Ninjas were hard
at work this year and made
the Warrandyte Bridge come
alive at nights with lights and
colour and Christmas trees
to match.
The community supported
making this crossing a festive
experience and Ninjas of all

ages helped make this a special community Christmas
activity. Unfortunately, other
people passing through didn’t
enjoy this festive spirit and
took to breaking some of the
Christmas trees, throwing
them into the river and putting a bit of a dampener on
what has become a Warran-

dyte Christmas ritual. The
Bridge Ninjas will be back
bigger and stronger next year
so the spirit of Christmas lives
on and the bridge remains a
feature of our celebration.
Cheers from the Bridge Ninjas and some of Santa’s Elves

• Re-roofing & New Roofs • Gutterguard & Leaks
• Gutters & Downpipes
• Rainwater Tanks
• Skylights & Whirlybirds • Insulation

9844 3619 – 0411 267 490

selectmetalroof@optusnet.com.au
www.selectmetalroofing.com.au
A L L

W O R K

G U A R A N T E E D

Christmas
carols success
Dear Diary,
A large crowd attended the
Warrandyte ‘Carols by Candlelight’ despite the event
being changed to the Monday
night. $1183.00 was raised for
the Christmas Bowl Appeal
and the Warrandyte and Park
Orchards churches wish to
thank the community for their
support..
Bev Hanson

Facebook farce

Solution to last month’s puzzle:

Sandra was born on 31st December, and
made this statement on 1st January.

Dear Diary,
Any chance people can be
kinder on some of Warrandyte's Facebook pages? It's
attrocious how rude people
can be behind the safety of a
keyboard. Grow up, be nice.
Socially Appalled

You’re in safe hands
PAUL J. GILLING
REBECCA VAN DER JAGT
B.Sc, B.AppSc, Grad Dip Manip Therapy MAPA

Big thanks to our community bank
Dear Diary,
As cadets of the Warrandyte Diary, we just
want to say a big thank you to the Warrandyte Community Bank and Bendigo Bank
for the generous grant we were presented
with recently.
It's allowed us to purchase new equipment
including an iMac, Canon camera and sound

2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte 9844 1566

recording gear and a Go Pro.
We're obviously excited now about what
we can bring to Diary TV, so stay tuned for
bigger and better visual stories on our website and YouTube channel including today's
online at warrandytediary.com.au
Cheers,
The Diary cadets

Member of Manipulative Physiotherapists Association of Australia

Clyde’s
Conundrum

100% invisible
100% amazing.
†

Chris was born on 10th June. His parents
named him shortly after the birth. Yet his
grandmother knew his name, time of birth
and birth weight the day before this. How is
this possible?
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introducing:

Solution next issue.

CYRIL

Warrandyte Physiotherapy Centre

SoundLens is the hearing aid for
people who say, “You’ll never

By PAUL WILLIAMS

see me wearing a hearing aid”.

Think hearing aids should be heard, not seen?
Call Telex Hearing Centre today, to discover SoundLens
the world’s first completely invisible-in-the canal hearing
aid.
Telex Hearing - a family run local business established in
1977, we provide expert hearing care, repairs while you
wait and earmould manufacturing on-site.

Warrandyte Sth: 9844 3511

City: 9642 5182

38 Hall Rd

Suite 205, Level 2, 365 Little Collins St

t
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Tribute to a lion heart
LION-HEARTED local Ian Abell, 91,
was honoured late last year with a
dinner to celebrate his retirement
after 43 years of voluntary service to
the Warrandyte community.
Ian joined Lions when the Warrandyte club began in 1972. His
outstanding humanitarian work has
made a lasting difference to many
needy local families over the years.
With respect to a great man, the
Diary has been given permission to
run Ian’s speech on the night:
Barb and I are greatly honoured by your presence tonight
and thank you sincerely for
coming.
I had intended to talk about my
50 odd years in Lions but I think
it more appropriate that I confine myself to the 43 years in the
Lions Club of Warrandyte.
Upon our transfer to Melbourne and taking up residence
in East Doncaster, I was fortunate to read of the formation of
a new club at Warrandyte, of
which I became Charter Secretary. The late Lance Vizard was
Charter President and the late
Keith Webb was Charter Night
Chairman, and first Vice President.
I think there were 35 members
originally, the majority businessmen of Warrandyte or resident
there.
When we got going June Vizard, herself a Commissioner for
Girl Guides, consulted with the
Lions Ladies and it was decided
that there would not be a formal
Ladies Auxilliary but that we
men could count on the Ladies
for assistance when and where
needed. Boy have we banked on
that over the years.
Having touched on Lions’
Ladies perhaps here it is appropriate to mention Barb, who
has not only been my harshest
critic when called for but also
my greatest support over not
only the 52 years of Lions but the
whole 68 years of our marriage.
Well do I recall that during my
first Resident Inspector’s role
in Longreach (servicing an area
3 and ½ times the size of Victoria and often on the road for
three weeks at a time), Barb as
a young Mum used to push our
first born David a mile each day
to get goat’s milk the only fresh
milk in the town.
Her dedication to family has remained constant allowing me to
give the time to Lions that I have
done over the years.

Having sat through the Council debate on Licola it seemed
appropriate to find one of the
first Projects to be undertaken
by the new club was a working
bee at Licola. We were housed
in one of the old houses for the
weekend doing our own cooking
with the late John Cox as chef
and wearing the remains of his
spaghetti bolognese on his head
after dinner.
We made several visits to Licola and the Club has remained
a great supporter, but in recent
years if it weren’t for the efforts
of Geoff Taylor I don’t know how
our house there named in memory of our late President Laurie
McEnaney, could have been
maintained.
I was the second President of
the Club, Keith Webb deciding
not to go on, and quite frankly I
must have been the worst. Admittedly at the time I had business
concerns having been charged
with the responsibility of reducing my staff from 400+ to under
300 in one year, or face closure
of the Branch. However with the

THE Warrandyte Walking Bus has
been a hit for our seniors every
Monday in recent times and is sponsored by the Warrandyte and Park
Orchards Probus Group.
The walking bus caters for the
needs of seniors at different fitness
levels, meeting and greeting passengers at various carparks along
the Yarra. Members say one of the
highlights of the morning is the
well-earned coffee and sharing at the
bakery, where they “support each
other and solve the issues of the
world in an accepting atmosphere”,
according to one of the members.
All too soon it is time to board the
bus once again and farewell each
person at their respective bus stop.
Eager hearts await the next Monday
when the Warrandyte Walking Bus
operates once more.
The Warrandyte Walking Bus operates every Monday morning, except
the first Monday of the month when
the Probus meeting takes place.
Passengers can join the bus at

seven locations along the Yarra at
Warrandyte.
The starting point is the Taroona
Avenue carpark at 9.55am and the
first stop is the carpark at the end
of Stiggants Road, welcoming passengers at 10am.
Police Road is the second bus stop,
meeting at 10.05am, followed by a
third stop at 10.15am adjacent to
the left track from the toilet block
carpark. The right track from the
carpark adjoins the fourth stop,
by the river, at a meeting time of
10.20am and the fifth stop is the
carpark opposite the Warrandyte
Community Centre, with the bus
arriving at 10.25am.
The final destination and sixth stop
is the Warrandyte Bakery for coffee
where anyone is welcome to join the
get together at 10.30am.
At 11.15am the bus leaves Warrandyte Bakery and the passengers are
dropped off at their respective stops.
For more information call Joy Braybrook on 9844 3663.

strength of the membership we
got through.
Keith Webb who with his wife
Norma ran a retail business in
Warrandyte, was our third President . He convinced the Club to
open an Opportunity Shop which
to-day has become the major
source of funds which the Club
is able to disburse.
Our earliest project was the
provision of fire wood to the
needy, a project which to this
day has been carried on by Geoff
Taylor and Sam Mechkaroff.
In our early years we met at
the Coffee Bean where Eric and
Marion Houghton looked after
us and I well recall one night
about midnight with Jon Heany
and John Cox in full debate Eric
stormed in, threw the keys on
the table and said “ I don’t know
about you so and sos but I’m going home. Put the lights out and
lock up and make sure I get the
keys back by ten in the morning”
Sometime in the eighties we accepted an invitation from Darren
and Farley Kelly to make Kellybrook our home and remained

there up until last year when the
restaurant closed. Some of you
will remember our first meals
there at I think $15.00 per head
for three courses including a
carvery and two free bottles of
wine on each table. On occasions Darren would play the
piano and sing for us. We were
certainly the envy of many Clubs
in the District.
Today, Warrandyte has a dedicated group of around fourteen ,
the majority of whom with their
partners make up the working
nucleus of the Club.
Led by President David, who
travels miles each month from
his home in Watsonia for his
many duties in and around
Warrandyte, a great leader who
instils confidence.
He is ably assisted by our only
active female member, immeasurably hard working Jenni Dean
as Project Manager 1, as well as
Project Manager 2 Pete Moloney,
who seems willing to take on any
job required of him.
Bill Gerritsen who travels from
Diamond Creek, looks after our

Tennis Courts and Lions Park
and Garry Clues, our Membership Chairman travels from Mill
Park, whereas our Opportunity
Shop Chairman travels from
Eltham to carry out his duties.
Lauri Hilakari who has entertained us as Tail Twister over
the years and kept the Club on
an even keel with the three levels
of Government travels from Templestowe, and Joh Mitton, another who is always to the fore
in volunteering lives at North
Ringwood.
There are many who deserve
special mention like our Treasurer David Tapper, Our Web Master
Dieter Retz, Ian Shugg, who with
Ron Cuthbert, David Dobbs, and
Peter Watts, the last remaining
charter member, are Life Members of the Club. One member
who has snuck under the radar
is Denis Robertshshaw who has
been with Warrandyte Lions for
32 years after coming to us from
Apex upon reaching the compulsory retiring age of 40.
As a past Secretary I could not
overlook our current one, Geoff
Taylor who as well as carrying
out his secretarial duties finds
time to tutor less privileged children, deliver winter firewood
to aged residents, deliver bulk
Warrandyte Diaries to despatch
points around Warrandyte, as
well as being the organiser of
hearing Tests in schools around
Warrandyte and Kangaroo
Ground. As a past school principal he also keeps his ear to
ground around the schools of
Warrandyte and district letting
the Club know when assistance
is needed. Thanks Geoff,
I leave Warrandyte Lions with
a certain sadness in that there
are less than 40% members resident in Warrandyte. Maybe its
residents believe the support
they have given over the years
to our Opportunity shop, which
has been magnificent, is all the
contribution we need, but we
do need those hands which do
things and make things happen.
Yes it has been a wonderful
journey, but the time has come,
age has caught up, and Barb I
both feel that now is right for
us to retire. In our retirement
we will most likely see our old
Lions friends from time to time
but none as regularly as Brenda
& John Mitton, and David Dobbs
who have been our regular
chauffeurs over recent years.

Warrandyte walking bus for seniors

FIRE NUMBERS
CFA

Headquarters
8739 1300

Warrandyte
9844 3375

FIRE AND EMERGENCY: 000

North Warrandyte
9844 0847

South Warrandyte
9844 2861

Wonga Park
9722 1463
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The Cliffy's
are in
By CHERIE
MOSELEN

Howzat for a scoop?
Our Jock and allrounder Steve score OAMs

JOCK MACNEISH

STEVE PASCOE

IT’S hard to define what makes an individual a pillar of society or the heart
and soul figure of their community. But when talking about Jock Macneish,
neither description does this man justice.
One of Warrandytes most recognisable characters, as well as one of its
most creative contributors, Jock was recently awarded the Order of Australia medal for his contributions to the Warrandyte community and to the
visual arts.
Macneish, who has illustrated for the Warrandyte Diary since the very first
edition, has contributed enormously to his local area, designing images for
the Warrandyte Festival, residing on the Diary committee and completing
other commendable work including being the main figure behind the Warrandyte Youth Arts Award.
Furthermore, Macneish, who created graphic design company Strategic Images, has worked as a cartoonist for the Age, was a set designer for the ABC
in Sydney and Melbourne, and also designed a guttering system that was
aired on ABC’s New Inventors.
For Jock, receiving the award brought forward a wide range of emotions.
“It’s a new experience for me. You’re never quite sure how to feel about
these things, you’re delighted to be acknowledged and appreciated, but I
feel marginally guilty, for being given a reward for something you love doing. In a way, you’re getting rewarded for something you’ve already been
rewarded for,” Jock says.
But more than anything, Jock found the award triggered a strong recognition of the importance and quality of the Warrandyte community.
“My strongest response is to be slightly in awe of the quality of the community that we live in, it’s just a lovely community to work for and to support. Based on that one idea that it takes a village to raise a child, it takes a
community to create an order of Australia. In many ways, the community of
Warrandyte has created this strange phenomenon known as Jock. Having
been working for the community for 40 years, it’s had a huge influence on
shaping who I am and how I am.”
In addition to his community contributions, Jock’s magnificent work as an
illustrator was also recognised by the Order of Australia. However, it wasn’t
always so easy for the artist.
“I reluctantly confess that it took me at least 10 or 12 years of unsuccessful scribbling to get my head around or be able to draw peoples caricatures.
It wasn’t until I accidently met Gough Whitlam, up in Ringwood, that it
started to make sense. I stood in line with all the other community young
people and I thought, he doesn’t look as much like Gough Whitlam as his
caricature does. That allowed me to start thinking about what a caricature
represents, it doesn’t represent what a person looks like, it’s a record of
what a person thinks they are and that realisation was a turning point.”
For Jock, illustrating has become a way of better understanding things, and
the multi-talented Macneish believes it is he who owes the visual arts, not
the other way around.
“I’m a person who finds unless I can draw a picture of something, I can’t
really understand it. Drawing pictures is how I understand the world. I’m
almost never without a pen, paintbrush or pencil. When people say I contribute to the visual arts, I always say that the visual arts contribute to me
or my understanding of the world.
“An extension of that you might have seen many times over, looking at and
trying to understand the Warrandyte community, and drawing caricature or
cartoon in the Diary every month, has given me a great understanding.”

LONG-serving Warrandyte cricket player and administrator Steve Pascoe
has also been awarded an Order of Australia medal in the Australia Day
honour’s list.
Steve, 65, has been playing cricket for more than 50 years, his first match
being as a junior for the Norwood Cricket Club. He currently plays with
Warrandyte Cricket Club’s Over 60s team.
In his long association with cricket, Steve has played key roles in the
administration of the Warrandyte and Norwood clubs. He was also captain-coach of Warrandyte.
He has also been heavily involved with the Ringwood District Cricket
Association (RDCA) where he has been secretary, vice president, president
and is currently chairman of the umpires’ association, a role he has held for
10 years.
Steve’s great record as a promoter of the game of cricket has been recognised with Life Membership of the Norwood and Warrandyte clubs and
the RDCA.
The RDCA has named a grading in the competition the Steve Pascoe
Shield and has also named the Best and Fairest award for the second grade
of the competition the Steve Pascoe Medal to highlight his dedication to
and development of cricket within the association.
His leadership at all levels has played a key role in enabling tens of thousands of cricketers at all ages to be involved in the sport.
At Warrandyte he has been the co-ordinator of the Milo Cricket junior
development program. Steve said he was humbled by the award, which he
said had come as a surprise.
“I have always loved cricket and I have enjoyed the chance to play and be
involved in a number of levels of the game,” he said. “I have also met some
wonderful people through cricket and have had the chance to encourage
young children through to veterans to play and enjoy the game.”
Steve’s wife, Ann, has also been heavily involved in cricket over 50 years
and is a Life Member of the Warrandyte club and the RDCA.
She is also scorer for the Warrandyte First XI, a role she has played for
more than 0 years.

MICHAEL DI PETTA

ROBERT WHITE

THE Warrandyte
Diary’s Cliff Green
short story competition has ignited
the minds of readers who have
thought up some crackers and fired
them off to us!
An old man does battle with a
huge fish; galaxies come into conflict; a jellybean journeys through
the gut. Meanwhile, an exploding
pressure cooker paints a kitchen
memory. These are just some of the
subjects that were fashioned to fit
our 1000-word criteria.
Short stories are tricky to get
right.
The best of them exhibit a sense
of discipline, the writer understanding the need to drive a single
(usually) idea, without taking too
many detours or littering the road
with distractions.
We readers are a trusting bunch.
We’ll follow an author down almost
any path, (though preferably one
paved with more than just an extensive vocabulary!) however, a
storyteller’s main job is to bring
us along with him, so we can know
what he wants us to know, feel
what he wants us to feel.
Fortunately, most of the stories
we received were capable of engaging our judges. Budding school-age
writers, encouragingly, entered
some terrific tales.
Winning results will be announced at the Warrandyte Festival
Grand Read event on Tuesday
March 22 where the winner may be
given the opportunity to present
their material. Successful entries
may be published in the Diary.
To all those who entered our inaugural competition, we sincerely
thank you for sharing your work.
For those of you who thought
about writing a story but were a little too self-conscious to go on with
it we urge you to try your hand and
send one in next year.
Perhaps, take heart from these
words on the subject by American
novelist and short story writer Stephen King, author of the exceptional On Writing: A memoir of the craft:
“You can, you should, and if you’re
brave enough to start, you will.”

Postal changes,
the small print
By DAVID HOGG

VERY few residents would have read
the fine print regarding a leaflet in
the post explaining the changes to
Australia Post’s letter service from
January 4.
Before Christmas, you could post
a standard letter in any post box in
Warrandyte before 6pm for 70 cents
and it would generally be delivered
the next business day within the
Melbourne metropolitan area. If you
want that same service now, it will
cost you $5.75 and you will have to
take that letter to the Post Office or
to a yellow Express posting box.
Residents could be forgiven for
thinking the price has simply increased from 70 cents to $1 as the
good folk at Australia Post will tell
you. But the $1 is for the new Regular
service which will now take 3-6 business days. If you’re really in a hurry
you can purchase a Priority label for
a further 50c making the cost $1.50,
and your letter will then be delivered
two business days later within the
Melbourne area or up to five business days later to interstate and
country. Although the leaflet clearly
states the Priority service achieves
delivery in 1-4 business days, the
subtle change is found in the small
print which states “Delivery times
apply from the day after posting”,
which effectively adds another day
to the process.
When pressed as to why this extra
day had been added even for the
Priority service, the Australia Post
call centre admitted that it was to
promote the Express post service
as being the only vehicle for next
day delivery.
Yes, folks, the digital age is upon us.
Snail mail now runs even slower and
costs even more.
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MARCH 6

2016

Ringwood Warrandyte Osteopathy

15km Run

Hardings Swift Caravan Services

10km Run

Ruby Tuesday Jewellery

5km Run

Quinton’s Supa IGA

2.2km Walk/Run
Crystal Brook Tourist Park

U8 Oval Dash

NE

The Grand Warrandyte Gift

W

6
1
0
2

100m Sprint

Events for all ages

Raising money for Warrandyte
Sports Clubs

W a r r a n d y te

t
f
i
G

100m
Handicap Sprint

Prize Money

for 1st, 2nd & 3rd

Register Online

Inviting Applications for Manninghams’
Community Grants Program
Applications for Manningham’s Grant Program open at 9.00 am on Monday 22 February.
Community groups and organisations that deliver activities which involve and benefit our local
community are invited to apply. The categories include:
•

Community Development – provides $3,001 to $20,000 for activities that benefit and meet the
needs of Manningham’s diverse community.

•

Arts and Culture – provides $3,001 to $20,000 for activities that celebrate community life and
enhance community connections by providing access to local arts, culture and heritage.

•

Small Grants – provides funding up to $3,000 to deliver one-off, innovative activities that
strengthen our community and enhance the quality of life of Manningham residents.

Applications close 5.00 pm,
Thursday 24 March 2016 and must be
submitted through the grants management
system, www.manningham.smartygrants.com.au

Grant Writing Workshop

To assist in preparing applications, Council is
conducting:

RSVP Wednesday 2 March to grants@
manningham.vic.gov.au or call 9840 9305.

Information Session – Community Grant and
Community Facilities Funding Programs

Grant Application Assistance

Thursday 25 February, 6.30 pm – 8.00 pm
OR Tuesday 1 March, 10.00 am – 11.30 am
Function Room 3, Manningham Civic Centre,
699 Doncaster Road, Doncaster
RSVP Monday 22 February to grants@
manningham.vic.gov.au or call 9840 9305.

Tuesday 8 March, 6.30 pm – 9.00 pm
Function Room 1, Manningham Civic Centre,
699 Doncaster Road, Doncaster

Offered to community groups that require
assistance with their application, including how
to apply online. Please contact Council’s project
team on 9840 9305 to discuss further.
For more information visit
www.manningham.vic.gov.au/grants
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Fire & rain

“At school during WW2 we used to train in case of air raid attack. The boys dug trenches and we had to
crouch in the trenches with out erasers clamped between our teeth. The teachers made us do that in case a
bomb went off and we damaged our teeth. We were also trained not to look up in case the Japanese fighter
pilots could look down and see the whites of our eyes. During the war when the men were away fighting,
my mum drove Walsh’s Bakers van and Babe Stewart drove the Ringwood bus.” – CHRIS SCOTT

By BILL HUDSON-MCAULEY

THE drama of fire and rain featured
in Chris Scott’s young life. She was
born in Warrandyte in 1934, the
year of the great flood, when the
Yarra River overflowed its banks
and spread as a single lake from
Richmond to Warrandyte.
The heavy rain throughout the
state caused the river to rise above
Yarra Street and the locals had to
wade across the river at the football
ground to get to the township.
“I was only a couple of months
old at the time,” Chris said. “So I
have no memory of the flood, but
I remember well the Black Friday
bushfires of 1939.
“My mum Phyllis, sister Robin and
I were sitting in the river opposite
the cliffs when the fire roared across
the top of us as we huddled under
wet blankets. I wasn’t scared and
thought it was exciting. I was only
five at the time.
“Our house in Castle Rd survived,
but the ferns growing alongside the
house were all scorched. Unfortunately the family car was burnt. The
next week when we passed some
burnt out stumps in Everard Drive,
I told my little sister that there were
witches living in them.”
Chris was born into one of Warrandyte’s oldest families and can trace
her ancestry back to the gold rush
days of 1853, when her great-great
Uncle John Hutchinson arrived
here. John held the position of
pound keeper from 1855 until 1872.
Her great-great grandfather William
Hutchinson arrived in 1855 and eventually owned all the land from the top
of Melbourne Hill down to the tunnel.
Her father Richard Spetts married
Phyllis Hutchinson and they both
worked in the local butcher shop.
They set up their home and started
to raise their family in Castle Road.
“It was great living near the river
and us kids spent all summer swimming there, but we had to scurry
home for tea when we heard our
father’s whistle,” Chris said with a
smile.
When Chris was eight years old,

Picture BILL HUDSON-MCAULEY

her parents split up and both she
and her sister were sent to live in a
boarding school in Killara.
“We both hated it, some of the
sisters were very strict.”
Two years later their dad came and
rescued the girls from Killara and
took them to live with him and their
grandmother in Croydon.
“They were good years and dad
tutored me in mathematics and algebra. After his tutoring I received top
marks,” she said with pride.
Eventually Chris and Robin returned to live in Warrandyte when
their father took them back to the
family home in Castle Road.
“I loved being back in Warrandyte
and it felt like I had come home,” said
Chris. “We were much more independent and free living here. I loved it so
much that after I married, I imported

my husband Jack to Warrandyte.
Chris remembers walking to Warrandyte Primar y School in the
mornings.
“I mostly enjoyed school but wasn’t
too happy when one of the teachers
picked me up by the fringe of my
hair,” she said.
“At school during WWII we used
to train in case of air raid attack.
The boys dug trenches and we had
to crouch in the trenches with our
erasers clamped between our teeth.
The teachers made us do that in case
a bomb went off and we damaged
our teeth.
“We were also trained not to look
up in case the Japanese fighter pilots
could look down and see the whites
of our eyes,” she added with an incredulous grin. “During the war when
the men were away fighting, my mum

drove Walsh’s bakers van and Babe
Stewart drove the Ringwood bus.”
Chris was 17 when she met her husband Jack (then 22) for the first time
outside the Melbourne Town Hall.
They were friendly at a party three
months later and married within two
and a half years at the historic Christ
Church in South Yarra.
“It was a year after the Queen visited that same church,” said Chris.
“You couldn’t get down Chapel Street
the day the Queen was there.”
After that the couple bought a
house in Houghton’s Road.
“We worked hard and had the
house paid for in two years,” said
Chris. “It was a good start.”
They started a family of four children. Michael now is 61, Susan 59,
Linda 58 and Macgregor 54.
Next March, Chris and Jack will

have been married for 62 years.
“When I first met Chris, I asked her
where she lived,” chimed in Jack.
“She replied Warrandyte and I said
where the hell is that? But there has
never been a dull moment and we
complement each other.”
Chris agreed. “We are both Libras
and balance each other out. It’s funny though, all our kids have married
Libras too.”
“Jack spent 10 years as a councilor
on Manningham City Council and
served for a year as mayor in 1977.
He is very civic-minded and wanted
to represent our town with a voice
in council to keep from excessive
development of Warrandyte. Not to
stop development, but to make sure
it was appropriate.”
The couple has four grandchildren
and seven great grandchildren and
keep busy tending their garden in
Knees Road. But life is not all roses
and about five years ago the Scotts
were given a new challenge.
“Jack was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease and that has slowed
him up a bit,” said Chris.
Recently she was asked to share
her experience with Alzheimer’s by
being a guest speaker with Alzheimer’s Australia.
“I’m not used to making speeches
but I think I did OK,” she said.
Jack immediately smiles and offers
his heartfelt support.
“You did it well Chris, you did it
well!”

The Sea
Wild water wide!
No strength on earth
Could ever match
The terror of the tide!
Strange Moon!
She turns you at her will,
And at her whim,
She lets you rage
Or lays you calmly still!
Your temper is held
In her mighty grip
She plans your every hour
For she is the perfect triumph
Of peace controlling power!
This swirling sea is yours,
Soft Goddess of the night
Though darkness robs
Our mortal eyes

Of colour, depth, and sight.
We still can hear your thunder
We know the sea’s your slave
In awe we know you paint the art
In every tide and wave!
Womb of every living thing!
Nature’s open claw!
Beyond our comprehension
Gave life upon the shore!
These living seeds
Were sorted
By natures subtle hand.
Yet Man bestowed
With power of thought
Still fails to understand.
This strange!
Mysterious birth
With a pulse that seems to resonate
With the heartbeat of the Earth!

By David Kaffey
This month’s guest poet is Warrandyte’s David Kaffey who penned this
gem while on holidays in Apollo Bay
over Christmas. Thank you, David
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Raise the
Warrandyte
Flag comp
By LUCY APPLEBY

WHO are we? We’re Warrandytians,
that’s who we are!
And now we have our very own
flags to prove it.
On the Warrandyte Business and
Community Group on Facebook we
asked our young citizens to design
Warrandyte’s very own flag to celebrate Australia Day. Carn' Warrandyte! We’ll show ‘em "Straya" day!
And wow, design flags they did.
Our judge, Elke Schnuetgen, clearly one of Australia’s most brilliant
graphic designers, was the one
person in Warrandyte we did not

envy. She had the daunting task
of trying to pick winners from the
huge flood of budding and talented
flag designers.
We had the bridge, parrots, the
sun and landscapes. Drum roll
please …
And the winners are:
Ages 5-7, Cade Robertson (right)
Ages 8-10, Lily Aragona-Murray
(bottom right)
Ages 11-14, J. Smith (below)
Thank you to all our wonderful
sponsors for their generosity in
providing amazing prizes.
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By SCOTT PODMORE

THE Cocoa Moon experience in
Yarra Street is certainly one not
lost on locals, but now it’s official: the rest of Melbourne loves
flying to the moon, too, after the
café scored the Readers Choice
Award for Melbourne in the Australian Good Food & Travel Guide
awards.
“It’s a big thrill and nice to be
recognised by the people,” owner
Andres Vivado told the Diary
when we caught up with him this
week.
“It’s hard to believe we’ve been
here for five years (in May) but
we’re going strong and we have a
great connection with the community and our customers.”
That connection extends beyond
just great coffee, scrumptious food
offerings driven by head chef
Jason Ling and some of the best
ice-creams, macarons, chocolates
and cakes in the land, too. Cocoa
Moon Cafe generously ran raffles
last year to raise funds to be able
to put on two nights of food and
fun for those in need in conjunction with Doncare and Basketball
Victoria. These included great
prizes from well known locals including world champ snowboarder Scotty James (signed board)
and world renowned motorcycle
champ Cameron Donald (signed
helmet) among others. Andres
also called in other cafes and
restaurants for the greater good
with Vanilla Orchid and Altair
also throwing in vouchers for the
cause.
There’s always something new at
the café and if you blink you just
may miss it – one minute there’s
a sparkly new imported coffee
machine shimmering on the back
wall and the next Andres has
changed the whole interior layout
which can often feature local art
works for sale.
“It keeps things fresh and we
love coming up with new ideas,”
he says.
Those changes extend to the
food as well, on a menu he rotates cleverly while still retaining
all the favourites. The monthly
themed dinners have been a
smash hit and have included set
menus whether it be French, Thai,
Italian or Greek among many
more. They’ll resume next month
so stay tuned for more information in the Diary.
The around-the-world breakfasts
have also been popular with both
kids and grown-ups. Andres says
the Egyptian brekky has proven
to be most popular, while the
Mexican and Columbian offerings

with Basil Fettucine
The drums are beating, or rather
those pots and pans are, as talk
of The Great Warrandyte Cook-Up
warms up for its return later this
year as we set out to discover all
those fantastic recipes. There are
plans for a bigger and better event,
according to cook-up founder and
Diary editor Scott Podmore, with
even more great prizes, special
events and another cook-up finale
for the local community. Any café,
restaurant, or food or beverage
supplier, or other food-related businesses, interested in being a part
of this great event should contact
Briony at the Diary office on 9844
0555. Don’t forget to purchase the
inaugural cook-up cookbook on sale
at participating outlets and Quinton’s IGA for only $20. Profits to
Warrandyte Neighbourhood House.

Tasty choice: Cocoa Moon Café’s Andres Vivado and Jason Ling with the AGFG award.

are close behind in addition to the
more traditional breakfasts.
With such a melting pot of options at Cocoa Moon, many people can often be stumped as to
Andres’s background. For those
who didn’t know he was born
and raised in Bolivia with his two
brothers. He had a taste of hospitality at the age of 14 when he ran
a café near a university in Bolivia
with a football ground nearby.
At 17 the family migrated to
London so his brother could have
a kidney transplant and this is
where he learnt to speak English
and where he became a painter
and decorator for a stint, before
coming Down Under and carving
a path as a top operator in the hospitality industry.
Surrounded by brothers growing
up, Andres now enjoys life in the
company of his girls. He’s married
to Michelle and the couple have
three girls, Latesha, 13, Celia, 9
and Sophia, 6.
“Warrandyte is a great community, and we’re looking forward to a
great 2016,” he said.
Cocoa Moon Café is at 166 Yarra
Street and is on Facebook and
Instagram where you can keep up
with news and updates.

Strawberry Fair time
MARK down Saturday March 5 in
your diary for the annual Strawberry
Fair at St Anne’s Primary School.
The fair is run jointly by the school
and the Parish of St Gerard and St
Anne, and celebrates the many facets
of the beautiful strawberry with the
sale of strawberry jams, strawberry
daiquiris and punnets of the fruit.
Strawberry Fair 2016 will be a
great day out for family and friends
with something for everyone. There
are toys, rides and show bags for
the kids, plants for green thumbs,

books, cakes, biscuits and second
hand goods.
Whether you’re after lunch or a
sweet treat on the day, the food court
is sure to please with hamburgers,
hot chips, Dutch pancakes and more.
Here you can sit, eat and relax while
enjoying some entertainment on
the stage.
Strawberry Fair, St Anne’s Primary
School 60 Knees Rd, Park Orchards,
Saturday March 5, 9am–4pm.
Visit www.facebook.com/
stannesstrawberryfair

Looks like we’re a part of the
Sustainability Living Festival on
February 28. A community event
with a focus on Backyard Edible
Gardens is being put on by volunteers, and there will be speakers on
topics including sustainable edible
gardening, chickens, bees, native
edible plants and more. There will
also be information stands that
should appeal to both novice and
experienced gardeners or anyone
who has an interest to learn about
growing a little food at home. For
more information phone 0438 666
638. Or visit www.slf.org.au/event/
sustainable-urban-edible-gardening
Don’t forget Warran Glen Garden
Centre and Café’s Summer Saturdays for this month as the foodie
hotspot puts on some seriously
delish dinners every for the few Saturdays remaining in February.

He's our king of Thai cookery, but
Vanilla Orchid’s Duncan Robertson
only just couldn’t quite pull off a
victory in his tilt at Ironchef Thailand recently. Congrats Duncan, we
were all cheering for you!
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Here’s a selection from our latest set of contributions from Diary readers for Pets in Paradise. Be sure to send yours in for next month’s
edition with PETS IN PARADISE in the subject line, a photo and a brief blurb about your pet to info@warrandytediary.com.au
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Bushfire Bobby a dazzler
By LAURA DOGUET

A COMMON problem for Warrandytians during the bushfire season
is finding a safe and welcome place
for their pets when evacuating.
Jennie Hill – animal lover and social media queen of North Warrandyte – acknowledged this issue and
has since been working to create a
solution through her online initiative, Bushfire Bobby.
The objective of Bushfire Bobby
is to match pet owners in fire prone
areas with carers in low risk areas,
who will then volunteer to mind
their pets on high fire danger days.
The Facebook page for the service
blew up as it gained over 4000 likes
from pet owners all over Australia.
Jennie created the page early last
year after a conversation on the
Warrandyte Business and Community Network Facebook group
about how difficult it can be to
evacuate when you have animals.
Jennie told the Diary if you do
not have a friend or relative living
in a low-risk area where you can
take your pets to, options are very
limited.
“You might not know anyone who
lives in the suburbs so you’ve got
to go to shopping centre or to the
movies for the day – you can’t take
your pets there and you can’t leave
them in the car. It’s very hard to sit
in a park with your pets all day because bushfires are usually in very
hot and windy weather.
“And the final problem is that
some people, especially around
this Warrandyte area, not only
have more pets than average, but
they have unusual pets – like goats,
guinea pigs, chickens and all sorts
of things.”
Jennie stressed the page is just
as much for people as it is for
animals.
“On Black Saturday they proved
that about a third of the people
who died, died because they

wouldn’t leave their pets. They
just stayed to try and fight the fire
– these are people with goats and
chickens and stuff like that who
can’t just chuck them in the car
and leave. So because they can’t
leave their pets they’re stuck with
staying at home trying to save the
house so that their pets will survive.
“So Bushfire Bobby’s all about
people … giving people options.”

The page, originally titled Warrandyte Pet Lovers, started with a
mere 30 or so local members. However, it was only a matter of days
until it reached hundreds of people
across the state.
“People kept sharing it, and all
of a sudden there were people
joining from Adelaide, Perth and
Queensland,” Jennie told the Diary.
Jennie decided to create a new
page that would reach all of Aus-

tralia and, just like that, Bushfire
Bobby was born.
The name pays homage to Jennie’s five-year-old toy poodle Bobby, who has since become the face
of the initiative.
“When I walk him in Warrandyte
now, people will say ‘Oh, there’s
Bushfire Bobby!’ People recognise
him. He’s asking me for royalties
now.”
The popularity of the page cer-

tainly came as a surprise to Jennie.
Not only was there a lot of support
for the concept, but it has also
been actively utilised.
“Last year, we had probably
about 100 people who matched
themselves up which I thought was
good. Including us! I matched up
with a lady in Doncaster, we took
Bobby and Bruce there for the day.
“I think people like it because
there’s a lot of people who live
in the non-risky areas who either
they love pets so much that they’re
happy to have someone else’s pet
for a day or two,” she said. “But
some of them are people who can’t
own animals because they might
live in units or rental properties
where they’re not allowed to own
pets. And a lot of those people love
the idea of looking after someone’s
animal just for the day just as a bit
of fun.”
While Facebook is great as a communicative tool, it is not the best
platform to coordinate the matches
between owners and carers. Thus,
over the past six months Jennie
has put her efforts towards building a website. She has also set up
a crowd funding campaign to help
fund the service called Chuffed.
“I had to set up a non-profit company and a few things like that, so
I’m going to run it properly! It’ll be
like AirBnB - so the carers will put
up their details and the owners will
come in looking for someone in
their area to mind their pets.
“It’s probably been hundreds of
hours I’ve spent on it, a lot of voluntary work. But I enjoy it because
it’s just something nice I can do for
the community, which is good.”
Check out Bushfire Bobby at the
Facebook page at www.facebook.
com/bushfirebobby and website
www.bushfirebobby.com.au To
support the initiative and help
fund the website, all donations
are appreciated at www.chuffed.
org/project/bushfirebobby
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Riversong, a celebration
Anyone who lives in Warrandyte will have some sort of connection with
our beautiful Yarra River, whether it’s for being a place to cool down in
summer, throw in a line to catch a fish, sneak a moonlight kiss, or to
simply walk alongside it and enjoy the glorious environmental views while
absorbing the calming sounds of her cascading flow. For the Diary’s
own BILL HUDSON-MCAULEY, it runs even deeper than that. He’s just

released a beautiful DVD called Riversong, a visual feast for the eyes and
ears featuring his photographic gems set to gorgeous background music
he composed with a talented musician Bryan Patterson. No one has
explored our charming Yarra quite like Bill. The Diary invited him to share
his thoughts and encourages our readers to consider buying a special
DVD that celebrates our river life.

Man behind the lens: Bill Hudson-McAuley has
released a beautiful DVD called Riversong,
which can be purchased from Quinton's IGA
and other outlets in Warrandyte.

HAVE always had a strong soul connection to the river
in Warrandyte. It’s a totally genetic thing; my family
has lived in this river town since the 1850s.
I love the river and always have. It’s my spiritual
home and I still swim there when it is warm enough
for a dip. Every time I immerse myself in the brown swirling
water I experience yet another connection to place.
When I was growing up, the river was the focal point of
our young lives. We met by the river, swam together in the
river and later, as teenagers, we danced to the music of The
Mamas and the Papas and The Beatles under the hot January sun. We congregated down by “The Log”, our favourite
swimming hole. The log is long gone now, swept away by
decades of winter floods, but the sweet memories remain.
After all, it was the place where I had my first tentative kiss.
Even when I lived away from Warrandyte, I always knew
that the song of the river valley would draw me home. You
can take the boy out of Warrandyte, but you can’t take Warrandyte out of the boy.
When I lived in inner city Melbourne, I’d often drive out
here and walk along the riverbank for a meditative hour,
just to touch base with nature and hear the relaxing sound
of white water rushing down the rapids. Then, with a replenished soul, I’d return to the dirty dusty city.
When I returned to live in my hometown two years ago, I
felt a strong urge to explore the beauty of the river with my
trusty Nikon camera and so began my obsessive quest to
capture the essence and spirit of such a special place.
I began to photograph the riverbank on a daily basis. I
tramped along the track between Jumping Creek Reserve
and Tills Drive, walked along the wonderful carved path up
to Blue Tongue Bend and traipsed along the river bank near
the Bend of Isles.
I photographed the water spilling out from the Pound
Bend tunnel and rambled through the virgin bush at the
end of Alexander Road. I chased sunsets and sunrises and
returned to the same places time and again to see if the
changing lighting conditions would afford me a better shot.
I walked through the pouring rain to capture the atmosphere that falling water created and photographed the wet
shining rocks that looked like black seals basking in the
winter rain. I especially loved the cold mornings when the
early light illuminated the swirling river mists. It was a photographer’s dream come true when I pressed my shutter to
capture the ethereal mist rising from the river.
I frequented my childhood swimming holes and waited
for the lighting conditions to change at The Cliffs, Hussey’s
Pool, The Diving Rock, The Willows and The Island. I patiently waited for a kayak to paddle by or the opportunity to
photograph some of our magnificent wild birdlife.
The birds dutifully complied and allowed me a few moments to train my telephoto lens on them before they flew
off, the cheeky cockatoos screeching their protest. I felt
privileged to capture images of the elegant herons, charismatic kookaburras and the multi-coloured lorikeets, rosellas, and king parrots. Of course, there were also the beautiful sounding magpies, comical galahs and flitting wrens.
After a year I had taken 10,000 pictures and so began the
editing process. I discarded most of the photos and kept
the images I needed to weave a visual story by creating six
different tracks for the Riversong DVD.
I put the Riversong images to a soundtrack of music I had
previously written and arranged with my friend Bryan Patterson. Bryan is a genius for beautiful heartfelt orchestral
arrangement and I am thankful and indebted for his input.
My friend Loz Bowie took over the job of final cine-edit
and generously gave his time to help knock the project into
shape. Loz is a talented cinematographer and editor and I
was fortunate to have his expertise available to give the Riversong DVD some professional finishes.
Stephen Reynolds at Photosynthesis did a great job of designing the elegant and eye-catching DVD artwork.
Riversong has two bonus tracks, My Little Aussie Town a
song about returning to live in Warrandyte and featuring
photographs from the Our Living Treasure column that runs
in this newspaper.
It features portraits of Warrandytians such as Millie Lee,
Tom Bone, Shirley Rotherham, Laurie Sloan, Inge King,
Ben Jones, Hugh McSpedden, Jean Chapman, Eric Houghton, Cherry Manders, Robin Horkins, Stan and Pat Craker,
Yvonne Reid, Ron Day, Ian Hook, Marjorie Beecham, Anne
and Roger Drew, Barry Aumann, Bev Hansen and Greg Kennedy.
The second bonus track is entitled Ghosts of the Pioneers
and features images of abandoned homesteads from all over
country Victoria, interspersed with
photographs of our bush characters.
Riversong is $15 & available
from Cocoa Moon Cafe, Quinton’s SUPA IGA, Folk Art, Grand
Hotel and Bill Hudson–McAuley.
Call Bill to order a copy 0412
510 019. The official launch
will take place at Warrandyte
Neighbourhood House on Saturday March 5 at 8pm with nibblies and refreshments provided. Locals are invited to attend.
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Finding that

By GEM NOSTREM

THERE are plenty of proven reasons why yoga is good for
you.
Greater flexibility, better metabolism, more strength, better
sleep, less pain, better respiration, weight loss, better posture, less anxiety and better balance, just to name a few.
While our area is abundant with a great offering of yoga
classes, Yoga Shala Space has become somewhat of a
yoga hub upstairs at the Warrandyte Community Centre
and Michelle Gregg-Rowan says it’s all about “offering
something for everyone”.
“The overall feeling is the same whether it’s my class, Annie or Laura’s, but everyone’s different – some people are
more spiritual, some just like physical exercise, but most
are looking for a combination of both, we want to offer
students the style of yoga practice that suits them best,
whether that be strong, dynamic movement, or a quieter,
more meditative practice.
“We find people come here who are recovering from an
injury, or an illness, or who simply want to feel more comfortable, peaceful and at ease in their own skin as well as
more flexible physically, emotionally, mentally.”
Inspired by a desire to bring several yoga styles and practices to the Warrandyte area, Yoga Shala Space is the
brainchild of three local, experienced yoga teachers: Annie
Fogarty, Laura Wheeler and Michelle.
As dedicated yoga practitioners, Annie, Laura and Michelle
are all on the same page about there being “a yoga style to
suit every body”.
“We are passionate about offering a studio space that is
beautiful, full of integrity, and run by skillful, non-dogmatic, warm and compassionate teachers,” Michelle told the
Diary.
This month Yoga Shala Space rolled out a new timetable
with yoga on every day of the week except weekends
at the community centre: Mondays 9am-10.30am and
6.30pm-8pm Dynamic Vinyasa Flow with Michelle; Tues-

days 6pm-7.15pm Pre Natal and 7.30pm-9pm Slow Flow
with Annie; Wednesdays 6.30pm-8pm Yin Yoga with
Michelle; Thursdays 6.30pm-8pm Restorative Yoga with
Laura; and Fridays 6.15am-7.30am Dynamic Vinyasa Flow
with Michelle.
“Giving something back” is important to the Yoga Shala
Space team, too, and late last year Michelle said there
were more than 30 students who attended a class and
raised over $400 for the Asylum Seeker Resource Centre.
“It was a really successful event on all levels,” she said. “It
was wonderful to be able to give something to those who
are far from their homeland, their friends, and even their
families ... it is again a reminder of how incredibly blessed
I feel to be part of such a wonderful community, where we
can live in relative freedom and peace, and practice our
beliefs free of fear of judgment and persecution.”
What’s behind the name? Shala is an ancient Sanskrit
word meaning ‘home’ or ‘abode’ and the girls are all about
Yoga Shala Space being a gathering place for “students of
all ages and abilities to come together, to practice, share,
experience and grow, a place to come back home to yourself with awareness, kindness, light-heartedness and joy”.
For more info visit www.yogashalaspace.com.au or call
0415 981 969.

Ruth’s making a big
By SAMMI TAYLOR

DID YOU KNOW?
People who live within 12km of the Himalayan salt mines do not experience any chest
problems nor do
they get colds
and coughs? Try
a salt pipe to ease
asthma, bronchitis,
sinus and other
breathing problems for adults
and children.
(available at The
Purple Dragonfly).

FINDING a passion, and getting to follow and practise that
passion, is not an easy or common thing to do. But for local homeopath Ruth Marr there is no greater satisfaction in
life than helping and healing those most in need.
Ruth is a qualified homeopath, pregnancy and relaxation
massage therapist and meditation facilitator in Warrandyte. Her work covers a broad range of healing and meditation, with a special interest in caring for women and
children.
“I just want to make a difference, quietly. I want to lay on
my deathbed and be satisfied that I did my best, and this
work is how I choose to do that,” Ruth says.
“I don’t heal people, they heal themselves. I’m just there to
help them find their own healing. It’s well known that helping and giving to others is one of the best ways to finding
one’s own happiness.
“That’s definitely true for me. Through giving, I have received the gift of happiness in abundance and I couldn’t
be more grateful for all these opportunities that allow that
to happen.”
A unique element of Ruth’s work is in meditation sound
healing – a form of meditation that uses crystal and Tibetan healing bowls that reverberate sounds of relaxation.
“The vibrations penetrate the whole body ... it’s like giving your internal organs, bones and muscles a massage.
Additionally, our inner ears hold significant gateways and

Reconnect Your Life
AMAZING & AFFORDABLE
hearing aids that will improve your life!

FREE
TO
T R Y!

CALL 9844 5863

AUSTRALIAN TRADITIONAL MEDICINE SOCIETY MEMBER 25371

MUSCLE MANIPULATION CLINIC

A unique style of muscular corrections are done by realigning
muscles, tendons & ligaments – this manipulation simply works!
Suite 3, 35-37 Drysdale Road, Warrandyte 9844 5495
Checkout our reviews on Facebook

Natural Therapies Meditation
Workshops Courses Regular Groups
Psychic Art Tarot and Rune Readings
Natural Products Crystals
Books Unique Gifts
256 Yarra St, Warrandyte 03 9844 5294
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space within

difference WIN!
I don’t heal people, they heal
themselves. I’m just there to help
them find their own healing.
connections to our mind and body allowing the soothing,
ethereal sound stimulation from the sessions to have a
positive effect on every level of being. The sounds seem
to take over from the incessant chatter that most people
have running constantly in their minds and allows them to
switch off.”
Warrandyte itself is a tranquil escape from the busy and
bustling city, but Ruth says even Warrandyte’s own citizens need time to switch off and relax.
“Warrandyte is such a relaxed environment to work in. The
river certainly lends itself to the peaceful mood I endeavour to create in all the work that I do and I often refer to it
when I’m running sound healing sessions,” Ruth says.
“Warrandyte is the perfect place to allow healing to happen: more nature, less traffic and buildings. People need
to step outside their busy environments regularly and take
time out with friends and family. It’s an important aspect of
good health.”
You can contact Ruth at The Purple Dragonfly 9844
5294 or book at www.thepurpledragonfly.com.au

Massage with healing
Indigenous hot rocks, crystals, reiki & reflexology.
ZenQua Tills Drive, Warrandyte

For appointments call Dee 0429 881 103

A free one-hour Indigenous hot stone
massage with Dee from ZenQua by simply
going to the ZenQua Warrandyte Facebook
page, liking the page and commenting
“PICK ME DEE” by February 20. ZenQua
offers massage customised to your needs
and is blended with reflexology, Indigenous
hot stone therapy, reiki and crystals. ZenQua massage is a holistic approach to healing by balancing the physical, emotional
and spiritual self … best of all it’s available
here in Warrandyte. For more info contact
Dee 0429 881 103 - dee@zenqua.com.au

HIGH FIVE
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Billanook College

2017 Scholarship Program
For students entering
Years 5 - 9 in 2017*
Billanook College values both academic and extracurricular success, and therefore offers both
Academic and General Excellence Scholarships.
We now invite applications from students who
would like to experience Billanook’s unique
learning environment.

Applications Close Friday 19 February 2016

APPLY NOW AT WWW.BILLANOOK.VIC.EDU.AU
* See website for conditions

Warrandyte
Consulting Rooms
2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte
9844 3766 – 9844 1943

Proudly supporting the community since 2002

NEW YEAR SPECIAL!!
To help bring the new year in with style we are offering
$10 off treatments in February 2016. T&C apply
To claim this offer, please bring this coupon to your next
treatment.

New doctors
now taking new patients

We treat all ages from babies to the elderly and
everything from Headaches to feet and toes.

Dr Olivia Rimington
Dr Andrew Perrignon
Dr Libby Rochstein
Dr Esther Ko
Dr Paul Proimos

To make a booking please call the clinic on 9844 2465
or go online to www.osteopathymelbourne.org and
book online.
Terms and Conditions. Only one coupon per person. You must present this
advertisement upon arrival.

Dr Gail Dixon continues to see her regular patients
OPEN
Monday to Friday – 9am to 5.30/6pm
Saturday – 9am to 12pm

Shop 2, 90-92
Melbourne Hill Road
Warrandyte, 3113
(Next to Ruby Tuesday)
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Ten days of fun
and adventure
in Sydney
By CHRIS PADGHAM

TWELVE scouts from the Warrandyte troop joined 12,000
scouts and leaders from all over
the world for the 24th Australian
Jamboree at Cataract Scout
Park south of Sydney over 10
days at the beginning of January .
Australian Jamborees are held
every three years and are an
opportunity for scouts to come
together to take part in a wide
range of fun and adventurous
activities. As well as the exciting
activities at the camp, scouts
had an opportunity to explore
Sydney, take part in canoeing
and snorkeling on Botany Bay
and complete an Endurance
Course designed to test both
their mental and physical abilities.
The Jamboree is the largest
event organised by Scouts Australia and is an opportunity for
scouts to live under canvas for
an extended period developing
important skills in self-reliance
and independence while having
fun and learning. To quote Warrandyte scout, Noah Lawson: “If
I could sum up Jamboree in one
word it would be incredible.”
Planning is now underway for
the Warrandyte Scouts program
for 2016 which will give scouts
a chance to experience a wide
range of outdoor and fun activities, such as water skiing, desert
camping, sailing, bushwalking
and an extended canoeing trip
down the Murray River, while
learning important skills.

Guides seek new leader
By RUTH BIRCH

AFTER two and a half years at Warrandyte Girl Guides,
much loved Guides leader Sarah Haden is moving on.
With plans to expand her horizons and volunteer
overseas, Sarah’s absence now opens up an exciting
opportunity for local young women to test their leadership skills, while mentoring and guiding girls into their
teenage years.
The highlights for Sarah included getting out and
doing adventurous things that put the girls out of their
comfort zone, like camping, a big step for the younger
girls especially.
“Many of them have never been away from home before
so it’s a challenge for them to come away for two nights,
but that’s the fun part: coaching them through these
tough situations and seeing their excitement when they
realise they can do it.”
Sarahs’s fondest memory with the girls was on the last
camp, with the group spending a freezing cold day rolling
around in a mud pit with the final challenge requiring
them to cross under a log with just enough space for their
noses and mouths to pass under. After much hesitation,
with heads tilted the girls bravely negotiated their way
beneath the log, scared but determined.
The girls meet for one and a half hours on Wednesday

Are you ready for
fire this summer?
Together with CFA, we believe your safety this
summer is a top priority.
Sign up to My CFA and keep up-to-date with the latest local
fire safety and community preparedness information to stay
safe from fire.
To register visit www.cfa.vic.gov.au/mycfa or call into your
nearest branch.

Bendigo and Adelaide Bank Limited, ABN 11 068 049 178
AFSL/Australian Credit Licence 237879. (S54305) (02/16)

bendigobank.com.au

evenings at the Warrandyte Uniting Church where they
play games, work on learning projects, do crafts, learn
to cook, and visit other community groups like the Warrandyte CFA brigade.
From a leadership point of view, Sarah says the new
group leaders will be in charge of coming up with and
executing the Guides program with input from the girls.
“It’s a great organisation that offers all the support and
training they will need to feel confident as a leader,” she
says. “The leader also has flexibility to put their own spin
on things, if they have a certain skill set or interest they
can include that and make it a focus, they won’t be tied
into one set program.”
According to Sarah, the best part about mentoring the
girls over the last few years was being able to grow as a
person, while also encouraging the girls to grow.
Warrandyte Girl Guides is looking to expand, with plans
for four women leading two groups, aged 6-10 and 10-14.
Leaders must be at least 18 and will receive leadership
training and mentoring in all sorts of skills. Leaders are
even able to tie the program in with tertiary course requirements in some cases. For more information contact
Jill Livingston, Girl Guides Eastern Regional Manager,
on 03 9758 3847, 0409 583 847, or email jlivingston@
guidesvic.org.au
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All things cruising
Carolyn, it seems I am
the only person who
has never been on a
cruise. Why are they so
popular?
(Wendy, Warrandyte Sth)
I have to admit, in the
past, cruising has never
been on the top of my
list when it comes to holidays. Perhaps that was
because the notion of cruising to
me meant days at sea searching for
something to occupy my time until
we would again touch land for a brief
glimpse of local culture.
Thankfully, my thoughts on cruising have changed and it seems
they have for millions of holidayers
around the world who choose to
cruise on a regular basis. This massive growth in cruise popularity has
meant the introduction of many new
ships to the market. P&O created
a record last month by having five
vessels from its fleet sail into Sydney
Harbour at the same time.
Royal Caribbean is creating records by introducing the latest
addition to its fleet and to Australia,
Ovation of the Seas. With a capacity
of 4180 passengers, the Ovation
is forging new cruising ground by
boasting a flow rider surf simulator,
sky diving simulator, a 360-degree
vista from a capsule perched 90
metres in the sky, an ice rink and a
rock climbing wall. As well as state
of the art Broadway-style shows,
you can even have your favourite
cocktail made by a robot. What will
they think of next?
Cruise itineraries and varieties
have expanded greatly and today it
is easy to include a cruise in your
travel plans regardless of the continent you are heading to. For me, I’m a
fan of small ship cruising. Otherwise
known as expedition ships, these
vessels don’t have a beauty salon or
shopping arcade, they are purpose
built to navigate and immerse you in
more remote or unusual parts of the
planet. I recently sailed on the Via
Australis through the Fjords of Patagonia in Chile, South America. For
me it was an experience of a lifetime.
The beauty of cruising means
one hotel room. You can unpack at
the start of your voyage and relax.
And so begins your adventure, the
opportunity to make new friends,
spend time with love ones and see
the world along the way.
Carolyn Allen is Manager of Warrandyte Travel and Cruise. Email:
carolyn@warrandytetravel.com.au

Send your entries to
info@warrandytediary.com.
au with Diary Goes Global
in the subject line and be
in the running to win a
weekend away at Crystal
Brook Holiday Park.

Diary goes global here, there & everywhere
From Dingley Dell Road to the
streets of Kathmandu, the Diary never ceases to amaze readers on a global scale!
Lincoln Paterson emailed
us recently to let us know he
found a sadhu reading the Warrandyte Diary in Kathmandu,
Nepal, recently (left). Great
work, Lincoln!
In other parts of the world,
Diary scribe and Warrandyte
Second Hand Page head honcho Debi Slinger was busy
getting our local out there. In
Egypt, Debi managed to let
guide Dalia in on all the local
news while later on in Petra
another guide she encountered
discovered what’s been happening in the ‘Dyte (above).
Send your entries to info@
warrandytediary.com.au with
“Diary Goes Global” in the
subject line with your name,
address and a brief description
of your photo.
The winner will score a weekend in a cabin at Crystal Brook
Tourist Park for a weekend
away “just around the corner”.
For more information about
Crystal Brook visit www.cbtp.
com.au

182 Heidelberg–Warrandyte Rd, Warrandyte
Phone 9844 3637 Email info@cbtp.com.au

The only place to stay in
a cabin, in a caravan or
for a camping experience
n Pool, BBQs, Camp Kitchen, Games Room & undercover
‘al fresco’ area
n Pets OK (with pet friendly cabins in addition to sites)
n We host local birthday parties!
n Cost effective accommodation for visiting family or friends
n Try before you buy – don’t buy a tent, come and try ours!
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Appy travels
Whether it’s a weekend away with the girls or a road trip across the country with your family, travelling often isn’t a
cheap task. But with these web based apps and sites, your summer holiday can be easy, breezy and affordable.
The Diary’s SAMMI TAYLOR hit the internet to dig up some rippers.
DriveNow

(cheap car & campervan rentals)
DriveNow allows you to compare
and select cars and campervans
from leading rental companies.
DriveNow has a wide range of locations and vehicles, ensuring you
get quality service from trusted
organisations like Budget, Thrifty
and RedSpot.
Best of all, there’s no middle
man, so you can book direct from
your chosen provider with no
booking fees, no hidden fees, and
there are no nasty surprises as can
often be the case.
With a brand new redesigned
website that’s seamless and easy
to use, it’s even breezier to search
and book your transport from A to
B. Whether you need a convertible
for a girls’ weekend on the Great
Ocean Road, or you want to pick
up a campervan in Melbourne and
drop it off in Brisbane for a family
holiday, DriveNow has you covered. Don’t forget to check out the
unbelievably good value relocation
deals, too, which can start from $5
a day for campers and include fuel.
DriveNow also has international
options, so you can hire a car in
New Zealand, the US, France, UK
and more without hassle.
Visit www.drivenow.com.au

Airbnb

(cheap accommodation)
Airbnb is the big one in the world
of travel hitting the spot for locals.
This site allows you to rent unique
places to stay in throughout 190
countries. With cheap prices, local
hosts and amazing locations, you’ll
never have to worry about accommodation again. Whether you’re
after a spare room in someone’s
humble abode, a private high rise

apartment or a secluded beachfront villa, airbnb has you covered.
Prices start incredibly low and you
can discuss your accommodation
options directly with your local
host.
Visit www.airbnb.com

Webjet

(cheap flights)
With Webjet you get the flights
you need quickly for an affordable
price. Webjet compares all the
available flights to and from your
destination, so that you can find
the cheapest alternative to get you
from A to B. With added features
such as hotel bookings and cruises, Webjet makes summer travel
easy and affordable.
Visit www.webjet.com.au

Urban Spoon

(cheap eats)
Want to find the best places to
eat in that new city you’re busy
exploring? Urban Spoon has you
covered. With over a million
restaurants listed from all around
the world, you can hear from real
customers about their dining experience and compare prices. Urban
Spoon helps you to find a great
meal out at an affordable price,
which will keep the family happy
or satisfy a late night craving.
Visit www.urbanspoon.com

Zomato

(cheap everything)
Zomato, formerly Scoopon, lets
you browse great deals on accommodation, food, activities and
everything in between for heavily
discounted prices. You can pick up
a week’s accommodation in Bali, or
an Italian meal for two with a bottle of wine at home in Melbourne.
Visit www.zomato.com

CALLING ALL BUDDING TRAVEL WRITERS
Interested in seeing your article and photographs published in the Diary travel
pages? We love featuring locals willing to share their travel adventures with us.
Email editor Scott Podmore scott@warrandytediary.com.au with your pitch.

2017 river cruising
E XC LU S I V E

P R EV I EW

O F F E R

FLY FREE

Book any Europe or Southeast Asia river cruise departing
01 Jan- 15 Jun 2017 & your flights are FREE!
*Conditions: Book a Europe or Southeast Asia cruise that departs between 1 January 2017 - 15 June 2017 and your economy flights are free. Valid for new 2017
bookings only. To secure this offer, a non-refundable deposit of $1000 per person must be received within 7 days of reservation, with full payment received by
no later than 5 April 2016. Included airfare is based on economy class travel from SYD/MEL/BNE/ADL/PER/DRW/CNS and includes airline surcharges and government taxes. Airline will be assigned at time of booking by Avalon Waterways. Premium Economy and Business Class upgrades are available at an additional
charge. Once booking is paid in full, a minimum cancellation fee of $1000 per person will apply. Booking amendments may result in an additional charge and
will be confirmed at time of amendment. Standard SafetyNet conditions do not apply to this offer - a SafetyNet Protection Policy may still be purchased, however
the minimum cancellation/amendment fees (stated above) will apply. Offer can be withdrawn or amended at any time. Additional restrictions may apply – enquire
with Warrandyte Travel.
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COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC REPAIRS
Economical Repairs to:
TVs, DVDs, Hi-Fi, Computers, Telephones,
Electronic Equipment, Appliances
Computers: Laptops & Desktops
Telephones:
Repairs, Advice, Cleanup
Moves, New Batteries
Virus Removal, Wi-Fi
Extra Phone Sockets
Broadband Installation
ACA Licensed Cabler

DAVID HOGG 9844 2360

• Home maintenance
Call David
• All your gardening needs
0419 506 346
• Lawn mowing including edges
• Grass clippings removed & clean up
REASONABLE RATES – PENSIONER DISCOUNTS
HIGH QUALITY WORK – FULLY INSURED

painting &
decorating
Andrew John
Managing Director

p: 0412 765 210
e: andrewjohn75@optusnet.com.au
w: fourwallspainting.com.au
Member of Master Painters Association No. 3993

Ring or Email for a No Obligation Free Quote

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING
• Taxation Return Preparation
• Electronic Lodgement Service
• Accounting & Business Consultants

SHOP 5, 35-37 DRYSDALE ROAD, WARRANDYTE
9844 2661 A/H 9844 2540

JOHN ROBERTS

and Associates

Certified Practising Accountants

Halls for Hire

Uniting Church Hall ...............................9844 0674
Anglican Church Hall ...................... 0423 093 967
Mechanics Hall ................................ 0408 443 368

All in a day's walk
HERE’S no better
thing than a relaxing, local walk.
Twice a day, 365
days a year, I walk
Monty around the ‘hood’.
Sometimes, when I’m feeling
tired or bored, it may only be
one or two blocks but when
I’m feeling like an Essendon
footballer after a trip to the
‘man’, I roam the streets. And
in doing this, I’m not Robinson
Crusoe. Lots of people walk
the streets but not all in the
same way. The ‘type’ depends
on the time of day.
Early or late is when you’ll
find the serious runners.
These are not of an age but
of a style. Obviously, they all
begin running somewhere
west of the Bolte Bridge as by
the time they reach my ‘burb,
they are reed thin, breathing
heavily with bulging muscles,
sweat-soaked, silky running
gear, Minnie Mouse sized, serious running shoes, shaved or
pony-tailed heads and all have
manic eyes. Monty and I clear
a path for these pavement
pounders. As they rush by you
can smell the endorphins and
hear their psyches yelling at
them, “Not enough, you weakling! Push! Push! If you don’t,
you’ll end up looking like that
loser we have just passed!”
If you miss the runners, you
need wait little time for the
dog walkers and the ‘lady
walkers’.

kibbled
The ‘lady walkers’ walk between dropping off the child
and heading off to the newest
coffee shop to meet up with
the mothers they just met in
the school car park. Generally,
they are in the two middle
decades of their lives, those
devoted to discussions about
house prices and how much
theirs have risen, the quality
of primary school teaching,
which private school is good
enough for their exceptional
child up to the stage when
they begin to wonder ‘What
on earth will I do for the rest
of my life!’
Walking for them is a studied, lifestyle statement. No
sweaty running gear for them.
Their walking shoes are of
the designer, activity-neutral
style. Tops, invariably, are
low-scooped or low, v-necked
and the pants, either thigh
length or ankle length, black,
with special wicking lycra, of
course. None has ever seen
sweat. Make up and gold jewellery are de rigueur.
Monty and I make way for
them, not because we fear

them as we do the ‘runners’
but because they are so embroiled in hand gesticulations
and cross-discussion banter
that they occupy the width of
the footpath and could trample both of us, like a centurion
tank, without either noticing
us or taking breath.
There are a few other walkers, both male and female,
I find intriguing. They fall
within the “I think they must
have a little bit of OCD”. No
matter what time of day you
are out and about, you will
find them, dressed in civvies
but always plugged in to an
iPod or iPhone. The entire
suburb is their stage and they
seem to use every street in it.
They are not overweight, they
appear to be well dressed and
fit but it seems they have little
need for a house as they are
out walking most of the day.
And it’s not an amble but a
determined head-slightlydown, arms in the piston position, fast walk. These walkers
could, quite easily, overtake
and trample the ‘lady walkers’
in mid-discussion about the
preferred duco colours of the
Volvo and BMW SUVs.
Then, of course, there are
the dog walkers.
Some are as grumpy as their
dogs. They have the wrong
idea about the purpose of
dog walking. For them, the
house is too small an area to
develop their misanthropy.

They see the dog-walk as a
chance to exhibit their disdain
for all other human beings,
particularly those who walk
mild, small gentle dogs. When
they see you and your dog approaching, they utter an audible hurrumph then drag their
snarling, malevolent mongrel
across the street, leaving behind a trail of ordure.
Fortunately, most of us doggie people, are God’s gift to
the world. We are universally
attractive, clean up after our
dog poops, make life meaningful for passing children
and ‘old ladies’, bring joy and
excitement to neighbours
with whom we pass the time
of day and return home full of
information about the state
of the neighbourhood. The
dog returns home refreshed
and ready for a snack and a
good lie down and the owner
returns fitter, slimmer and full
of bonhomie.
I reckon all ‘approved’ dog
walkers should be on the payroll of both the local council
and the police force. I know
who’s away, what is changing
or amiss in every house I pass.
I know as soon as a water main
leaks, when a tree is down and
when a car has been dumped.
And I have a mobile phone. In
short, the local walk is essential for the smooth functioning
of the ‘hood.
I’m waiting for my reward on
Australia Day.

Prostate cancer support group
DID you know a Warrandyte
Prostate Cancer Support
Group has been running for
more than six months?
Formed in June 2015 thanks
to a collaboration between
Terr y Oakley and Dr Gail
Dixon and staff of Warrandyte
Medical Consulting, the group
had its first meeting in September last year.
“Since then there has been
a steady stream of men, partners and recoverers following
prostate cancer diagnosis
and treatment,” the support
group’s secretary Geoff Taylor said.
“We’ve also been visited by
people with neither history
of nor threat from prostate
cancer, offering support as

either fundraisers or activities
leaders.”
So what is it the support
group does?
“We meet regularly, we tell
our story,” Mr Taylor explains.
“From the stories of others we
discover a path to discovery,
recovery and quality of life.
“By telling our own story we
inspire others to find the path
we have discovered. In our
telling we discover that our

cancer, while inconvenient at
the time, leads us to a better
understanding of all people.”
Mr Taylor says because the
Warrandyte Prostate Cancer Support Group is new
it means in all stages of its
development there’ll be room
for people, “all considerations
and aspirations, to make life
worthwhile and meaningful
for people/partners approaching or recovering from the

debilitating condition we call
PC”.
“In 2016 we’ll (probably) expand our point of reference to
provide support to people just
diagnosed or recovering from
all cancers,” he said.
Our meetings are conducted
within guidelines directed by
Cancer Council & Prostate
Cancer Foundation of Australia and are both informal and
confidential.
Warrandyte Prostate Cancer Support Group meets at
7pm on the third Tuesday
every month, Warrandyte
Medical Consulting Rooms,
2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte.
No need to book, just arrive.
For more info call Terry on
0407 686 800.
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TV dinner is one to forget
our place
By MARILYN MOORE

U T i t ’s s i x
hours since
w e
h a d
lunch!” exclaimed my
ever-hungry
nephew, a strapping athlete
of 27 with powerful shoulders
and bronzed thighs. On the
previous day he’d posted a
sizzling time in the 200km
Audax Alpine Classic.
I’d been working hard to
rehydrate after riding the Mt
Buffalo version of the same
event, so I wasn’t the least
bit hungry. Nevertheless, I
took off my polarised sunnies
to read the digital display on
the dashboard. The young
fella was right. Eight o’clock
had been and gone and the
sun was steadily sinking into
a murky haze that had drifted
across Bass Strait from the
bushfires in Tasmania. Warrandyte was still at least an
hour away.
My sister-in-law settled
the matter. “I’m not budging
until I’ve had something to
eat,” she declared. “There’s

a perfectly good Thai restaurant right here, and it’s open,
what’s more. I’m going in!”
The rest of us followed
through a carved red portal
rimmed with twinkling green
fairy lights. Noses twitched
hopefully as we caught a whiff
of the exquisitely plated meals
being delivered to nearby
tables. Maybe I was hungry,
after all.
The maitre d’ pounced,
brimming with pleasure at
the unexpected arrival of two
carloads of customers. He
directed us to a neatly laid
table with attractive window
seats, and we quickly ordered
far too much food. Once we’d
relaxed, we began to survey
the décor, an odd mix of outback farmhouse and elegant
Thai. Rustic timber beams
supported a verandah-style
roof propped against an
old-fashioned weatherboard
wall that was well on the
way to needing a fresh coat
of paint. Splendid cushions
and imperial red and gold
dangles crowded every corner; the inevitable waving cat
smugly lifted a mechanical
paw. Smack in the middle of
the opposite wall, and filling
the greater part of my field of
view, was a gigantic and utter-

ly incongruous flat-screen TV.
“Oh no!” laughed my sisterin-law. “Don’t look!”
We looked. A surgeon was
carefully removing something
gruesome from a gaping abdominal cavity. He plonked
the dripping mass from bloodied gloves into a large kidney
bowl.
“There’s considerable haemorrhaging from the wall,” the
voiceover bellowed, “and the
spleen is also ruptured.”
The camera moved in for a
closer look. A spurt of yellow
goo eddied thickly into a
lumpy bloodstained mass as
the picture swam into focus. I
had to look away. I think we all
had to look away. Everybody
started talking at once.
“I’ve never driven on that
route before …”
“How are your legs today,
Gordon?”
“Were the others going
straight home?”
“It’s quite common after this
sort of road trauma,” continued the bellowing voice, “for
the victim to suffer extensive
internal bleeding, even when
there’s not a great deal of visible injury externally …”
Perfectly prescient, the waiter delivered an elegantly engraved brass bowl filled with

lumps of something swimming in red sauce. By the time
we’d divvied up the rice and
sampled the curry, another
medico was shouting over the
hollering of the next patient
while several gowned hospital
staff fought to restrain her.
“No madam, you cannot go
home! You’re pissed! And covered in vomit!”
Diners at ot her tables
seemed blissfully oblivious
to the groans and screams
of the foul-mouthed female,
who proceeded to wet herself,
amongst other things. The
camera zoomed in again to
make sure we didn’t miss any
skerrick of vomit.
You could almost smell the
nasty stain seeping through
her clothes.
“She’s clearly ingested quite
a bit of food as well as alcohol
and drugs. Preliminary visual
assessment suggests prawns,
a lot of prawns …”
Right on cue, the waiter arrived with another elegantly
engraved brass bowl, this
one brimming with something
lumpy swimming in green
sauce.
“This woman’s not the sort
of guest you’d want to invite to
dinner … she’d put you right off
your food!”

buzz about town

A simple
& creative
art
activity
By DEBI SLINGER

THE simplest of everyday
items, toilet rolls, can be
turned into an afternoon
of fun and imagination for
kids. Yep, those forgotten
rolls tossed in the recycling
bin can be given a new life
as something practical or
something artistic.
To start you’ll need to
collect about a dozen toilet
rolls that are clean. Parents: please check before
use and I recommend only
using ones from your own
home.
Collect sharpies or textas,
glue/adhesive, paint, card,
googley eyes, straws, pipe
cleaners and other easy to
source craft items to start a
project.
Toilet rolls can be made
into Halloween sweet holder, a parliament of owls, gift
box, wall art and more.
As well as using them
for craft you can make
little plant pots with soil,
seedlings and water. Once
it starts to grow you can
plant the whole pot into the
garden and cardboard will
disintegrate and protect the
roots for a few months.
The beauty of toilet rolls
is they are easy for little
hands to hold onto and use
a pen on. Being a disposable item, they can be kept
as long as required then
recycled.
See the full article:
debislinger.com/2016/02/04/
creative-toilet-rollcreations-with-kids/

Event: Impressive Resume Writing
Place: Warrandyte Library
When: Saturday February 20
Time: 11am – 12 noon
Professional resume writer Andrea Drew will
advise on how to write a winning resume and
covering letter. Andrea will share her 16 years
of experience in helping people of all ages gain
their perfect job.
Bookings essential: 9895 4250
Event: Artisitic Morning Tea
Fundraiser for Warrandwood Art Show
Place: Warran Glen Café,
373 Ringwood-Warrandyte Road,
Warrandyte
When: Wednesday March 2
Time: 9.30-11.30am
Cost: $20
Artistic demonstration with guest artist talking
on art and technique, all enjoyed over a sumptuous morning tea.
Event: Warranwood Art Show
Place: Rudolph Steiner Hall,
213 Wonga Road, Warranwood
When: April 16 & 17
Contact: Becky Thyssen for more
information – 0419 937 273
Come along and see this wonderful event and
the work of local artists.
Event: U3A Enrolments 2016
Place: Parkwood Community Hub
35-39 Tortice Drive, Ringwood North
When: Enrol from Monday February 1
Time: 9.30am – 12 noon
Over 30 courses available. Exercise, music,
humanities, crafts, languages and computer.
Annual cost $50 single or $80 per couple, for
as many classes as you choose.
Phone 9876 2925
www.u3aringwood.org.au
Event: Yarra Valley View Club AGM &
luncheon.
Place: Chirnside Park Country Club, 68
Kingswood Drive, Chirnside Park
When: Tuesday February 23
Time: 11.30am for AGM. Then luncheon
Commences at 12 noon.The guest speaker will
cover women’s health.
Bookings essential: Wendy 0438 625 556
or Lyn 0409 403 968
Event: No. 12 Warrandyte Primary
School reunion, ‘pre 1940 beginners’
Place: Warrandyte Primary School,
Forbes Street, Warrandyte
When: Sunday March 6
Time: 11.30am – 2.30pm
We are now open to ‘pre 1970 beginners’ and
welcome new members and their partners for
a chat and a cuppa. BYO sandwich.
Contact Chris on 9879 9976
Event: WarrandyteCAN film
Place: Warrandyte Neighborhood House,
Back of 168 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
When: Thursday February 25
Time: 7.30pm

Yoga, Meditation &
Creative Dance

Release your stress
Improve your well being
Calm your mind in serene
surroundings
Classes for adults & children

BHAVA YOGA & DANCE CENTRE

5a West End Rd, Warrandyte

9844 1128

bhavacentre@gmail.com

grant mcgregor
0431 157 025 • 9844 3424
maca.mcgregor@bigpond.com

WarrandyteCAN is screening a provocative
film ‘This Changes Everything’ by author and
social activist Naomi Klein. entry is by a gold
coin with wine and cheese provided.
Contact 0418 394 494
Event: Tai Chi for Beginners
Place: Bulleen/Templestowe Senior
Citizens Club, 293 Manningham Road,
Lower Templestowe
When: Wednesday February 3 - March 23
Time: 9.30-10am
Manningham Community Health Service conducts the above classes for $7.40 per session.
Details: 8841 3000
www.mannchs.org.au

garden design
& maintenance
landscaping
sustainable solutions
fully insured

love
landscapes

Event: Introduction to Nordic Walking
Place: Ruffey Lake Park, Boulevard
entrance carpark
When: Friday February12 to Friday
March 18
Time: 9.30 – 10.30am
Walking includes hire of Nordic walking poles.
Details: 8841 3000
www.mannchs.org.au
Event: Pancake Stall
Place: Warrandyte Uniting Church,
Taroona Avenue, Warrandyte
When: Saturday February 27
Time: 10am - 1pm
Money raised will go to the Uniting Church
Share Appeal to help needy people.
GIGS
Event: Suzannah Espie & Band
Place: RSL Warrandyte
When: Sunday February 28
Time: 4-8pm
BYO nibbles platter welcome. Sausage sizzle at
6pm. Drinks at bar prices. Band box donation.
All welcome.
Event: The Light Quartet
Place: The Mechanics Institute,
Yarra Street, Warrandyte
When: Saturday February 13
Time: 7.30pm (doors open 7pm)
The Light Quarter produce extraordinarily
beautiful sounds and textures from harp,
piano, guitars, viola, violin and percussion
instruments. Cost $28 adult, $21 concession,
$10 child.
Bookings: 9439 0662
warrandytmusic@gmail.com
Gigs at the Grand Hotel Warrandyte
Event:
When:
Event:
When:
Event:
When:
Event:
When:
Event:
When:

Threezzacrown
Friday February 12
Electric Intent
Friday February 19
Long Gone Daddy’s Band
Friday February 26
Ruckus
Friday March 4
Electric Intent
Friday March 11

bradley curtis
ELECTRICIAN

▲ Domestic
▲ Commercial
▲ Industrial and Airconditioning Installation
and Maintenance all areas

Phone 9844 2135
Mobile 0418 333 979
NO JOB TOO SMALL
REC no. 6161

WARRANDYTE
✷✷ GLASS ✷✷
All types of
glass, glazing,
mirrors, shower
screens

Terry Ryan
9879 0373

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294

Carter Art
Dr Stuart Turner (B.V.Sc.)
& Associates
Lwr Cnr Melbourne Hill &
Houghton Rds, Warrandyte
Consultation by Appointment

Phone 9844 3071

NEW WEEKEND HOURS
SATURDAY 8–4 SUNDAY 10–12

TOM KERKHOF

TELEVISION
Servicing the area for 40 years

DIGITAL Televisions,
Stereo Systems, DVDs,
Digital Set Top Box Systems,
New Digital Television
Set-ups

Phone 9844 3970
Mobile 0408 175 274
27 Mitchell Ave, Warrandyte

Artistry in Iron

Functional products with
artistic qualities – hand
rails, screens, gates, house
hardware, handmade to
your design or mine

0418 357 282
NEIL CARTER

A BIT OF WARRANDYTE
BY THE SEA!
Available all year

‘WYTALIBA’
Mudbrick Cottage
at Aireys Inlet
Set on two acres of bush and
cottage garden it has three bedrooms
(two queen beds, two singles),
a fully equipped kitchen, open fire,
courtyard with bbq. 15 min walk
(three minute drive) to beach,
general store and close to bush walks
in the Angahook State Forest.
Available Jan/Feb and all school
holidays. Minimum two night stay.

Call Karen on 0425 609 789
for bookings and inquiries

DIARY MINI ADS
PORT DOUGLAS 2 bedroom,
self contained, beachside
appartment for rent. A/C & ceiling
fans. Heated pool/spa. 2 mins
wlak from Four Mile Beach.
Call Kerrie 0409 359 240.

COWES BEACHHOUSE Close
to ramp and main street, 3BRMS,
pet friendly $1500 per week avail
all summer. Call Denis 0407533342

MINI ADS Call 9844 0555
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Bridge over Yarra waters
THE first time I ventured across Warrandyte’s
old wooden bridge I was driving an almost-new
“borrowed” Armstrong Siddeley ute. I was 16. I
was living in Rosanna.
I had befriended a couple of young blokes who
lived in Ivanhoe. The ute belonged to their father.
Neither was old enough to legally drive but they
seemed to have free access to this luxury car.
One Saturday they offered me a driving lesson.
We drove from Ivanhoe to Eltham and on to Warrandyte. I drove across the old bridge, and we
returned via Yarra Street and Templestowe. I was
too busy steering and changing gears to notice
the scenery.
The next time I drove across the Yarra at Warrandyte it was via the “new” concrete bridge. We
had come down from the north where I was head
teacher at the rural school at Torrumbarry on
the Murray.
I was in the running for a staff writer’s job at
Crawford Productions. I had been storing up experience as a scriptwriter, working on a project
for the regional TV station in Shepparton and on
ABC educational radio and TV scripts, for which
spare-time work I had permission from the education department.
I enjoyed teaching, but to further this lifetime
dream of becoming a professional writer, I knew
we had to shift closer to Melbourne. I applied
for an advertised position as a grade teacher at
Warrandyte Primary School.
My application was successful. We had chosen
Warrandyte as our new home. After nine years
teaching in the bush, we couldn’t bear the thought
of returning to suburbia. We secured a charming
rental on the corner of Taroona Avenue and Everard Drive, across the road from the Yarra.
It was still school holidays, so I walked up the
hill to the school to meet the head teacher. He had
checked me out through the teachers’ grapevine.
As well as taking charge of a troubled Grade 6,
I was to be English coordinator: my interest in
writing had preceded me. I had been secretary of
the regional school sports association, so I was
to be sports master (even if I could barely catch a
ball). I was also to be responsible for attendance
registers across the whole school. Whew!
Meanwhile the job at Crawfords came through:
on a six weeks trial period. I applied to the education department for six weeks unpaid leave of
absence, which was refused. So I decided to resign
from teaching.
It was the last day of the school holidays when I

DEBORAH BURNETT

Playing
the dating
game
fronted at the department’s offices in Treasury
Place. The clerk who took my resignation was
ecstatic. He was in a competition with the clerk
down the passage who was receiving resignations
from the technical division. My resignation gave
him a win; he wouldn’t have to buy the drinks in
the pub that evening. I emerged into the strange
twilight of an impending summer storm. The
heavens opened and a lightning bolt struck the
tree above my head. Someone wasn’t happy...
Rumours drifted back that some people in Warrandyte were not happy with me, creating a situation where their kids might be copping a changing
succession of emergency teachers through their
vital Grade 6 year. (Though the teacher appointed
in my stead turned out to be a valuable addition to
the school over a number of years.) Some teaching
colleagues and friends were concerned that I had
sacrificed my career on such a vague commitment.
But within three weeks I had completed the first
draft of my first Homicide script – which I had
commenced as an “audition” piece whilst still
teaching at Torrumbarry.
My position was confirmed on the lowest rung
of staff writer at Crawfords.
The day after we shifted to Warrandyte there was
a bushfire not far from Everard Drive, destroying
several outbuildings. Welcome to Warrandyte. My
first Homicide went into production.
After six months in Everard Drive, the owners
needed to return, so Peter McDougall found us a
replacement on the corner of Melbourne Hill Road
(formerly a hairdresser’s salon and residence;

now the vet’s clinic). We had purchased a block in
Webb Street. Warrandyte had us firmly in its grip.
Six months later the hairdresser needed to return. We found a short-term rental on the north
side of the river, a picturesque stone cottage in
Albert Road.
I had volunteered for the committee of the
newly-formed Warrandyte Community Youth
Club. They decided we needed a newsletter. This
evolved into a proposal for a local newspaper with
wider public appeal.
I cobbled together a “dummy” for a volunteer-staffed community newspaper: 12 quarto
pages, set in Linotype, printed letterpress, initial
print run 2000 copies.
I had secured the enthusiastic co-operation of local architect-cum-cartoonist, Jock Macneish, who
was destined to create the “look” of Warrandyte
and its characters.
Meanwhile our new house in Webb Street was
nearing completion. I had long ago learned that
“if a publication can’t pay its first printer’s bill, it’s
dead”. So I tramped Yarra Street. Peter McDougall
was our first advertiser. He took a small double
column on the front page, plus a larger quarter
page inside. He also threw in a generous donation
to “help get us started”.
Emerging from his office I encountered Ron Day,
climbing down from his tip-truck, coinciding with
the arrival of TV technician Tom Kerkhof. They
jollied each other into taking ads. The Diary was
away…
CLIFF GREEN

Fancy legs are the bees knees
nature
Words & photos by LINDA ROGAN

TO my amazement, as I focused onto
the dead twig of a moribund Sweet
Bursaria, what I had seen as dried
seed pods, slowly resolved itself
into a symmetrical cluster of native
bees (see photo and inset). Each
was clinging to the twig by its jaws,
abdomen acutely bent at the waist
and its long male antennae laid back
along its head. The camouflage effect
was convincing.
It was the first time I had seen bees
roosting in this way and was sure
this would be a new species for me.
So what species? Popping a few live
males into a bottle, I took them home
to chill in the fridge before inspecting
them and taking photos to show the
relevant characteristics. They were
just over 12mm long, mostly shiny

black with white fur and a rufous
tinge to their furry faces.
The enlarged sections of their
front legs, translucent-white and
fringed with long white hairs, were
remarkable.
I have learned that these forelegs
are unique to each species of resin
bee and are essential to their breeding. The males place these fancy
legs, like masks, over the female’s
eyes. Apparently, If the pattern isn’t
right, mating won’t occur. Another
identity clue for me was that large
shiny black female resin bees had
moved into the bee nesting posts in
my garden this year.
These had been identified for me
as the native lucidiventris resin bees,
distinguished by white belly hairs
on both males and females. On the
website for Australian pollinators
in PaDil I was able to match what I
had observed with the male of this
species. It was a thrill to have this
confirmed as correct by Ken Walker

of the Melbourne Museum, as it was
the first time I have been able to
work out a species of a bee almost
from scratch.
Examination completed, the bees
warmed up and all flew off in the
direction of Karingal Creek where I
had found them.
Why do male native bees roost
together? Experts don’t give a definitive answer to this question. We do
know that the females of the species
of bees, that I have seen roosting,
tuck themselves safely away in their
burrows at night. These may be in
the ground, in trees or in holes that
have been drilled into posts as in my
back garden; in general the males are
not allowed inside. It could be that
there is a degree of protection from
predators when gathering together
in large numbers. It certainly can
enhance their camouflage effect.
Ken Walker likes to joke that it
might be the smell of “socks and
jocks” that bonds the males and I

suppose there could be a pheromone odour that helps draw them
together. As early as 1935, legendary
bee enthusiast Tarlton Rayment
surmised this roosting behaviour
might be an early predecessor of the
hiving behaviour known in our native
stingless bees and other honey bees.
More “roosters” awaited along Karingal Creek. Particularly exciting was
my first time discovery of roosting
Blue Banded Bees; I have commonly
seen these amongst flowers in my
garden but never at their night time
roost. This summer a group of three
were roosting along a single grass
stem (photo). The first one was
actually a female. I can only surmise
that she hadn’t yet dug herself a
home burrow.
The latest find, another neighbourhood first, was a few Neon Cuckoo
bees roosting singly but near to each
other. These beautiful bees are cuckoos in the nests of the Blue Banded
Bees; another story in itself.

ME – seeking long-term relationship, not afraid of commitment,
with desire to create a loving partnership. You – lots of character
with colourful personality, flexible and centrally located, seeking
same.
Positive and long lasting relationships take effort and commitment, whether they are with another person or, in this case, your
home. They can be hard to find
and the process is not without its
pitfalls.
Consider the person looking for
their very first home. They’ve
made a list of requirements and
know how much they are prepared to invest in the relationship – think fixer upper (has a
lot of love to give); purchase off
the plan (blind date); short term
rental (not prepared to commit
just yet); brand spanking new (the
perfect match?).
Then what? First comes the getting-to-know-you phase, becoming
used to each other’s idiosyncrasies and various predilections.
Not sure about those taps? Need
bigger windows? The door opens
the wrong way? The wall colour
doesn’t seem quite right.
If you successfully navigate this
part, are you then prepared to
put the effort in to maintain the
relationship and, importantly, is it
worth it? Is the fixer upper just a
little bit too needy? Did the blind
date which seemed so promising,
end up being a bit of a fizzer? And
what about the brand spanking
new? Is it forgiving of your family
heirloom furniture that is so dear
to your heart?
If it is a healthy relationship,
you can afford to relax from time
to time and simply be yourself,
secure in the knowledge that your
home really does support you just
as you are.
Sometimes though, despite our
best intentions and the efforts
we’ve put in, we have to make the
tough choice that this relationship
just isn’t the right fit anymore.
Perhaps we’ve changed, maybe
our needs are different (we need
some more space) or maybe we
simply can’t continue to compromise. We need to move on.
Breaking up is always hard, no
matter how amicable.
Having gratitude for the good
times, acknowledging the hard
and knowing that no matter what,
you’ve been important in each
other’s lives helps. Homes, like
people, leave an indelible mark
on us that we bring into our futures.
Ideally, we can look back with
fondness for all that they provided and with time, gloss over their
shortcomings.
We may even be able to catch up
from time to time, even if it’s just
a drive by.
Hopefully we’ve learned about
ourselves through the relationship
and, with that knowledge have
been able to settle down in a long
term partnership which is mutually supportive and loving. Sounds
good to me.
Deborah Burnett
Home design coach
0408 027 781
love-your-home.com.au
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Farewell Burnie
A brick man through and through

obituary
Words and photos by BILL HUDSON-MCAULEY

BERNIE Bragg was an artist, builder, horseman and a father. He was
talented in many different areas,
but it was in the mud brick building
business that Bernie left his mark.
Simply put, he was a mud brick
man through and through. He could
make them, lay them and render
them with exquisite passion. He
would wax philosophical about mud
bricks at any given opportunity and
although I can’t prove it, I’m sure
Bernie dreamt about mud bricks too.
I should know a bit about Bernie
and his love of mud brick building
because we worked together for
almost a year building mud brick
structures in the Warrandyte area
during the mid 1980s. We first became friends after I photographed
him for the Valley Voice newspaper
riding his horse down a dirt road
near Eltham in 1978. Then, he lived
nearby in a one-room mud brick
shack right on the Yarra River, just
off Laughing Waters Road.
Bernie was a genuine eccentric,
a stylish and flamboyant character
who often wore a cowboy hat. The
normal rules didn’t apply to Bernie
and what you saw is what you got.
He hated people he considered to be
poseurs and had a very strong “no
bullshit” attitude to life.
Bernie was intelligent, artistic
and drank like a fish, mostly beer.
Back in the 80s, when I went to pick
him up at his Eltham shack to go to
work, I’d find him sitting by the river
drinking a can of beer for breakfast.
Sometimes he’d climb in my car and
say, with a twinkle in his eye: “The
beer I had for breakfast wasn’t bad,
so I had one more for dessert.”
He’d pinched the line from a Kristofferson song, but it was still amusing.
Bernie was smallish, lightly built

and hardly ate. He’d have two cans
of beer for morning tea, two cans for
lunch and two cans for afternoon
tea. Sometimes he’d pick away at a
sandwich at lunch, but he’d never
finish it.
Building with mud bricks was
bloody hard physical work and
Bernie worked like a demon. I could
never understand where he got so
much fierce energy given he hardly
ate anything; it must have been the
beer. At 4pm, it was time to stop
work, but Bernie would say “let’s put
in another row of mud bricks, mate”.
He was cynical, had a dry sense of
humour and his outlook on life was
fairly gloomy. We worked well together and the walls went up quickly
and were structurally sound. He was
a very droll fellow. One afternoon
we stopped at McDonald’s for a
snack. As Bernie collected his order
and turned to leave, the girl behind
the counter said, McDonald’s style:
“Have a nice day, sir.” Bernie replied,
with a serious stare: “Thanks, but
I’ve got other plans.”
Bernie spent the last six years
living at the retirement village in
Stiggant Street. Bernie was very
proud of his daughter Anouke and
often talked about her.
Farewell my stylish friend, may
you rest in peace. You were a true
character who always marched to
the beat of your own drum.

Farewell to our former manager
obituary
RAE Danks, well-known in Warrandyte as former advertising and
office manager at the Diary and
producer with the Warrandyte
Theatre Company, died on January 14 at the Latrobe Regional
Hospital.
She was 75 years of age.
Rae Brown was born in Rosebud
on the Mornington Peninsula on
November 3, 1940.
Her father was a builder. She
attended primary and high school
in Rosebud. Later the family shifted to Blackburn, then a bushy
suburb on the eastern edge of
Melbourne.
She made a career in radio, employed as an advertising copywriter, then production coordinator at
Radio 3AW. A highlight of her career was working as a production
coordinator with Brian Laurence
on his major tourism film, Melbourne: The Living City.
Rae had shifted to Warrandyte.
She finally settled in a cottage
on the Warrandyte to Ringwood
Road. She embraced the local
community and her interest
in drama inevitably led her to
joining the Warrandyte Theatre
Company.
She was very welcome.
Her experience in production
management resulted in her pro-

ducing many of the company’s
most memorable dramas.
Rae worked as a telemarketer
with the Guide Dogs Association
where her beautifully modulated
speaking voice and friendly manner led to notable success in that
field.
She joined the staff of the Warrandyte Diary as advertising and
accounts manager in 1996. The
newspaper had its first formal
office in the recently opened Warrandyte Community Centre. Rae
quietly re-organised many of the
paper’s routines and procedures.
She was a superb front-of-house
person, and brought order and
calm to what had previously been
a somewhat chaotic monthly process.
After many successful years in
this role, Rae was stricken with
breast cancer.
Although she survived this
ordeal, she stoically battled ill
health for a number of years and
was finally forced to retire from
her treasured position on the
Diary.
She sold her cottage in Ringwood Rd in 2014 and bought a
house in Churchill in Gippsland
where her son Cameron and
daughter-in-law Michelle cared
for her in her final years.
Rae is survived by Cam and Michelle, her beloved granddaughter Isla and her sisters, Sue and
Leonie.

CLIFF GREEN

Injured
wildlife?

CALL:
Wildlife Victoria
1300 094 535
Help for Wildlife
0417 380 687
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A denier’s nightmare?
By GRAEME JAMESON
Secretary of WarrandyteCAN

SO the outcome of the Paris climate
summit was a nightmare for climate
change deniers and the rest of us can
relax? Not quite. It was momentous
agreement, but achieving its goals
will require sustained pressure on
businesses and governments from
all of us.
There are many ways of doing this,
but one of the most effective ways
we can apply this pressure is very
simple – we can put our money into
superannuation funds and banks
that do not invest in fossil fuels.
The agreement by 195 countries at
the Paris climate summit in December to limit global warming should
mark an end to the attempts by
deniers and the fossil fuel industry
to stymie action on climate change.
The agreement aims to keep global
warming under 2°C (above preindustrial levels), with the aspirational
goal of 1.5°C (half a degree above
current warming) and will provide a
driving force to modernise and clean
up economies.
Unfortunately, the Australian government does not yet have a credible
plan for making an equitable contribution to the needed reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions.
Our current post-2020 pollution
reduction targets are more aligned
with 3 to 4°C warming, and by 2030
would leave us as the highest per
capita polluter in the G20 alongside
Saudi Arabia.
The fossil fuel industry will strongly resist changes to current policies,
not least because it receives subsidies of more than half a trillion
dollars worldwide and in Australia
receives $5.5 billion from the fuel tax
credit alone.
What can we do about this? Many
of us are already taking steps to minimise our carbon footprint: insulating
our houses, driving fuel-efficient
cars, installing solar panels and so
on, and while these actions are use-

ful, there is much more we can do.
Firstly, we can all play a role in
urging our government to improve
its pollution reduction target. We can
point out that it is no longer credible
to argue that other countries are
not acting or that the world cannot
agree.
Secondly, we can manage our personal finances to have a powerful
and more immediate impact because
the money which passes through
our bank accounts and which we
have saved in superannuation funds
gives us leverage with the corporate

sector.
There is a lot of money involved
– Australian superannuation funds
have about $1 trillion dollars invested and the “big four” banks have
loaned $36 billion since 2008 to the
fossil fuel industry, making them
the linchpin for fossil fuel projects.
The leverage we have comes from
divestment – our capacity to move
our money into superannuation
funds and banks that do not invest
in fossil fuels.
Divestment is part of a rapidly
growing trend, as shown most

recently by the announcement in
Paris by the campaign group 350.
org that in the 10 weeks before the
summit more than 100 institutions
controlling over $1 trillion dollars
worldwide opted to make new divestments of at least some of their
fossil fuel assets.
The strength of the divestment
movement is also shown by the fact
more than 220 institutions around
the world have now committed to
some form of fossil fuel divestment,
including pension funds, foundations, universities, faith organisations and local authorities.
A coalition of philanthropic foundations, including the heirs to the
Rockefeller oil fortune, started to
pull out their investments last year,
while cities divesting include San
Francisco, Seattle and Oslo.
But doesn’t divestment from fossil
fuels mean lower returns from my
investments or my super fund? Not
at all – research by the Australia
Institute showed that removal of
fossil fuel and related companies
would have a negligible impact on
financial performance over seven

years of a diversified portfolio relative to the market (ASX 200). This
result is supported by a substantial
body of literature – and an American
study even showed a fossil fuel free
portfolio significantly outperforming
the market.
A good way to begin the divestment
journey is to engage with your bank
and super fund.
Let them know you do not want
your money invested in fossil fuels
and that you are prepared to take
your business elsewhere if you are
not satisfied with their policies.
Then you can take the even more
effective action of actually changing
your super fund and bank – and it is
not difficult.
To provide inspiration for taking
action on climate change, WarrandyteCAN is screening a provocative
but empowering film on Thursday
February 25 at 7.30pm, at Warrandyte Neighbourhood House. The film
is This Changes Everything, by author
and social activist Naomi Klein,
who is well known for her political
analyses and criticism of corporate
capitalism.
The film presents powerful portraits of communities on the frontlines in the US, Canada, India and
Greece. Interwoven with these
stories of struggle is Klein’s narration, connecting the carbon in the
air with the economic system that
put it there and building to her most
controversial and exciting idea: that
the crisis of climate change is an
opportunity to transform our failed
economic system into something
radically better.
War randyteCAN is r unning a
forum on Thursday March 31 at
Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
at 7.30pm which will explore how
to find out if your super fund is
investing in fossil fuels and how to
go about switching to one of the fossil-free super funds. There will also
be discussion about how to find out
if your bank invests in fossil fuels.

You’d be amazed at who reads the Diar y!

Bigger Paper
Greater Readership
New Sections for Travel, Food & Entertainment
New Website with Video Reports
Best Newspaper rates in Australia
Come in and see us or call Briony or Scott to find out
how we can make your advertising work best.
Warrandyte Diary – 168 Yarra Street (above the Library). Phone 9844 0555
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The Lost Paradise

in the frame
One thing the Diary does
well is photography, and
we’re blessed to have talent
on our team like STEPHEN
REYNOLDS, who has been
snapping away for us for
decades. He and wife Penny
also are avid travellers, a
pastime in which Stephen
always has his trusty Sony
camera at hand. Recently
our longest-serving sharpshooter travelled abroad and
here he shares his thoughts
– and beautiful photographs
– with Diary readers.

E were mesmerised by the
colourful melting pot of diverse cultures, religions, races and personalities and the
overwhelming friendliness
of the people of Sri Lanka when we visited
the country recently.
With stunning landscapes ranging from
mist covered mountains carpeted with
extensive tea plantations, roaring waterfalls, lush tropical jungle and forests
dotted with sacred, ancient palaces and
temples steeped in spirituality, it certainly
deserves its title of ‘Pearl of the Indian
Ocean’.
Sri Lanka’s rich Portugese, Dutch and
British colonial heritage is reflected in the
architecture of its forts, public buildings
and railways while her palm-studded
beaches, village markets, fishermen and
amazing wildlife and flora in national
parks round off this stunning visual pot
pourri.
Sri Lanka’s hypnotic attraction will remain with you long after you return home.
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Bloods finals bound

Rees was supported by Claire
O’Brien with the ball, who took 3/9
with another strong performance in
her stellar start so far at the club.
Warrandyte’s talent and depth has
been highlighted with several players being selected for representative
honours, including Brady Poole,
Chris Rakuscek, Ben Jackson, Darcy
Poole, Bailey Bower, Sophie Day, Ella
Mooney and Tess Mathews-Morrow.
Results:

record 201 last year has scored 108,
109 and 88 in his past three innings.
On the back of this form, the Third
XI has been supporting Day with the
bat and ball, claiming vital back to
back victories over Eastfield, with
Holland’s 48 entertaining the locals,
while Dean Gidley, Ben Jackson and
Mitch Canham did the damage with
the red pill.
The Fourth XI look to have secured
third spot and a finals berth with
two games left in the season. John
Prangley celebrated his 200th game,
taking four wickets in a narrow loss

to Wonga Park, and local Grand Hotel
Warrandyte chef Daniel Woodhead
has also impressed, taking nine
wickets to help the team to a seperate outright victory. Strong batting
performances recently from James
Weatherley and Ryan Hoiberg have
also contributed to some solid team
wins in the new year.
In the Fifth XI, the side is sitting
comfortably on top of the table
with a mixture of players putting
their hand up to help the team.
In previous years, the team has at
times relied on one or two players

to lead the way, however this season
the mixture of strong juniors and
seniors have complemented each
other nicely. Stand out performances
from Rohan Bansal with the ball and
Drew El Moussalli with the bat have
been great for the team.
In the Sixth XI, Warrandyte again
has a team fixed to the top of the table. Graham Rees, a legend of the senior club, knocked up his maiden ton
for the team with 122 not out. Rees, a
former premiership captain brought
up the milestone with aplomb to help
Warrandyte to an outright victory.

First XI
Round 5: Warrandyte 9/251 (Dehmel 82,
N Brown 54) d Wantirna South 92 (Sherriff
4/19, Baker 3/25). Round 6: Warrandyte 0/12
drew with South Croydon 131 (Baker 3/28).
Round 7: Warrandyte 7/290dec (Cleaves 92,
C Barry 58*) d Templeton 9/117dec (Sherriff
5/28, Cleaves 2/28). Round 8: Warrandyte
9/237 (N Brown 102, C Barry 40) d Norwood
114 (Styles 6/20, Sherriff 2/11).
Second XI
Round 5: Warrandyte 129 and 1/65 (Nilsson
40*) lost to Croydon North 229 (R Brown
3/24, Warren 3/64). Round 6: Warrandyte
274 (Lander 93, R Brown 76) drew with North
Ringwood. Round 7: Warrandyte 153 (Warren
30) lost to St Andrews 178 (R Brown 2/9,
Ellis 2/13). Round 8: Warrandyte 74 and 83 d
Kilsyth 6/82 dec (R Brown 3/23, Killey 2/20)
and 57 (R Brown 6/23)
Third XI
Round 7: Warrandyte 135 (C Jackson 38)
lost to Olinda 40 (Smead 3/30). Round 8:
Warrandyte 4/149 dec (Chapman 62, Day 44)
d Croydon North 28 (Aitken 3/0, Ellis 2/10) and
29 (Gidley 4/7). Round 9: Warrandyte 4/261
(Day 108, Holland 48) d Eastfield 129 (B Jackson 3/13, Gidley 2/17). Round 10 Warrandyte
5/273 (Day 109, Haworth 69*, Canham 43) d
Kilsyth 109 (Gidley 3/21, Lockie 3/34). Round
11: Warrandyte 238 d Eastfield 188.
Fourth XI
Round 7: Warrandyte 279 (Haworth 86,
Kline 48) d Warranwood 46 (Woodhead 6/34,
Burn 4/11) and 125 (Prangley 4/53, Woodhead 3/23). Round 8: Warrandyte drew with
South Croydon 7/239 (Closs 2/26). Round 9:
Warrandyte d North Ringwood. Round 10:
Warrandyte 8/170 (Weatherley 62, Hoiberg
50) lost to Wonga Park 9/178 (Prangley 4/34).
Round 11: Warrandyte 7/205 dec (Weatherley 64, Hoiberg 60) and 2/188 (Hoiberg
71, Weatherley 50*) d North Ringwood 109
(Philpott 4/15, Prangley 4/45) and 6/278 dec
(Molyneux 3/34).
Fifth XI
Round 7: Warrandyte 8/282 dec (El Moussalli 88, Bansal 68) and 0/18 d Wantrina 178
(Sproat 3/43, McAlary 2/19) and 113 (Hanson
3/14). Round 8: Warrandyte 4/119 (Grocott
35) drew with Templeton 3/183 (Bansal 2/35).
Round 9: Warrandyte 9/285 (Burns 69*, Molyneux 51) d Montrose 6/112 (Closs 1/7). Round
10: Warrandyte 7/222 (Croft 47*, Hanson 42)
d Scoresby 219 (Bansal 4/13, Lawson 3/16).
Round 11: Warrandyte 4/143 (McKellar 52*)
and 2/19 d Montrose 60 (McKellar 4/8, Closs
4/17) and 100 (Reardon 3/23, McAlary 2/2).
Sixth XI
Round 7: Warrandyte 392 (Rees 122*,
Warren 73) d Croydon Ranges 93 (O’Brien
3/9, Huntly 3/19) and 194 (Warren 3/34, BR
Thomas 2/11). Round 8: Warrandyte 4/105 (B
Poole 30*) drew with Olinda 6/133. Round 9:
Warrandyte d Olinda. Round 10: Warrandyte
173 (Warren 61*, BR Thomas 30) lost to Eastfield 2/200. Round 11: Warrandyte 8/258 (T
Jackson 102*, Stubbs 51*) d Bayswater Park
244 (Stubbs 2/25, Rakuscek 2/32).

is fifth and is only a small percentage back from third, with matches
against fourth and sixth to come.
The sniff of finals should bring
a few players back, as fielding a full side after the break
has been difficult for the outfit.
The Masters 4 team is fifth, a game
back but with solid percentage.
Remaining matches are
against first and fourth.
Of the six competitive junior teams,
three are certain finalists, one side
needs a pair of wins to be certain,
and the remaining two could sneak
in with a strong finish. The U16-2s are
second and well placed, and U14-2
sits atop the tree with six wins and
a washout.
U14-4 sits in fourth, only a half-game
ahead of fifth, but boasts a massive
percentage advantage. Meanwhile,
U12-2 is sixth and two games away
from fourth, while U12-4 is also sixth,
but only percentage from third.

Finals chances are in their own
hands, as they end the home and
away against seventh, sixth and
third. U12-6 is second and certain
to play finals.
Further good news for the club
came in the way of representative
selections for nine players, with
seven Hawks playing for RDCA
sides, and two for Outer East sides.
Sam Beagley was selected for the RDCA
U21 outfit and averaged two wickets
at 20.5, with best figures of 2/26.
Talented youngster Nikoda Brooking
produced some excellent bowling
performances for the U18 RDCA
side, taking 11 wickets at 8.5 with a
best of 3/11.
Meanwhile, Tom Livingstone and
Darcy Church made impressions for
the RDCA U16s, taking five wickers at
32 and three wickets at 23 respectively.
Jack Livingstone also represented
the club with the U16 RDCA team and
recorded impressive figures, while

Jordan Milne made a best score of
38 for the U14 side.
Jackson Braunthal also made
a mark for the U14s, making a
best of 39 in a losing quarter final.
Meanwhile, Josh Exley was selected
for the U18 Outer East team, and had
figures of 29 runs at 7.2, while Nick
Walker had batsmen fearing his U14
Outer East team, taking a ripping
5/29 in one fixture.
With Sam, Nikoda and Tom already
playing in the Hawks First XI, the
other young stars are expected to
filter through into the ones in the
next couple of seasons.
At time of writing, Hawks Day was
due to be held on January 31, which
includes a double header for the
two veterans teams against Wonga
Park and Mt Evelyn, with lunch,
dinner and drinks for all supporters
throughout the day.
Furthermore, the club trivia night
will be held on February 13 at Yarra

Road Primary School.
Finally, the senior presentation
night will take place at major sponsor the Grand Hotel Warrandyte on
April 2.
On the lighter side, the club replicated a terrific achievement made
by life member Chris Hartrup a
couple of seasons ago when playing
a Fourth XI match with three of his
sons – Kane, Ben and Nick.
This time, it was Tony Church
running out for the Fifth XI with
sons Kane (aged 13) and Darcy (15).
Mum Leigh turned up to watch,
not realising 11-year-old son Corey had also come along, and was
in the team for his first senior
match joining his brothers and dad.
Corey played out the last 3.2 overs
unbeaten at No 11 and bowled two
overs for three runs - a far better return than would have been achieved
by the person he replaced (your
correspondent).

By RYAN HOIBERG

WARRANDYTE Cricket Club sits in
an exceptional position approaching
the last month of competition in the
Ringwood District Cricket Association, with five of six senior teams
sitting in the top four and angling to
be playing finals cricket in March.
The highlight of this is the continued form of the First XI, with Warrandyte sitting on top of the Lindsay
Trollope Shield in its first year of premier cricket. After a 31-year absence
from top-flight cricket, Warrandyte
has stamped its authority on the
competition, sending a powerful
message in its goal for back-to-back
flags. Warrandyte can thank an even
performance across the board from
its club leaders, with coach Jake
Sherriff and skipper Chris Barry
continuing to push the side, setting
a standard that is being replicated in
the grades below.
With all grades having to accept
a draw in the final round before
Christmas due to the new heat
policy, it was a quieter end to the
calendar year than normal. However,
the break did nothing to stop the
form of Warrandyte. The First XI
returned from the holidays with a
thumping victory over Templeton,
with Justin Cleaves falling just short
of a ton, ably supported by Barry.
The team welcomed Neil Brown as
the latest debutant in the proud history of the club and he was quick to
show supporters why, making a rare
premier grade century in Round 8
against Norwood at the Warrandyte
Cricket Ground. Brown was aided
by Brenton Styles, who ran through
the Norwood line up with gusto in
capturing 6/20.
In the Second XI, Warrandyte is attempting to ensure it will avoid relegation in a bunched up grade, where
only 12 points currently separates
positions fifth to 10th on the ladder.
Warrandyte gained 16 points following a remarkable reverse outright victory over Kilsyth in the latest round
of cricket with 40 wickets falling
across the game for only 296 runs.
However, Ross Brown reminded the team of his power with
the ball by claiming nine wickets for the game, including a
crucial 6/23 in the final innings.
Across other games, Dale Lander
has continued to provide a spark
with the bat at the top of the order,
making 93 in the draw.
In the Third XI, Cameron Day is
leading from the front and is arguably displaying the best batting form
at the club. Day, who smashed a club

Ann Pascoe with the Warrandyte Bloods and her husband to her right, Steve Pascoe. Inset: Claire O’Brien,
Tess Matthews-Morrow, Ella Mooney all played representitive cricket in their first season.

50 not out and still at crease

By MICHAEL DI PETTA

IT’S usually the players who score all the glory in
the world of cricket. But the contributions made
by coaches, umpires and scorers are sometimes
so significant they have to be recognised.
That is true in the case of Ann Pascoe, who has
received an award from Cricket Victoria in recognition of her 50 years of services to community
cricket.
Starting at Norwood High School Cricket Club
in the 1966 season, Ann became scorer for the
Warrandyte First XI in 1977 and has remained in
the position ever since.
Ann received her trophy at the MCG last Wednesday with former Australian cricketer Chris Rogers present to assist with the ceremony.
“It feels really great, but you don’t do it for the
honour, you just do it because you enjoy it,” Ann
says. “I’ve followed Warrandyte since 1977, I’ve
seen a lot of the boys grow up from the juniors
who are now playing in the firsts.”
Scoring for Ann has become a way to connect
with the game, and with the team.
“I started at Norwood when I met my husband

(Steve Pascoe OAM) and they asked me if I knew
how to score, and they just handed me a book
and a pen and I did it … you get involved in the
game and you feel part of the team.
“At Warrandyte the boys have been really good.
This year the boys all go out for breakfast before
games for team bonding, they’ve included me in
that, and one of the boys pays for my breakfast
each time. So I can’t complain about that.”
Ann, who is something of a legendary figure in
the RDCA cricket community, has also worked
with Warrandyte in secretary and treasury positions, and even has a grade of cricket named
after her, the Ann Pascoe Shield.
Better still, Ann is showing no signs of slowing up
and believes she has plenty more support to give
to the community cricket.
“I was interviewed on the local radio station
Eastern FM and they asked me when I was going
to give it away, and I said when I’m blind and I’m
deaf, then I’ll become an umpire,” Ann said with
a smile.
The Diary and Warrandyte community congratulates Ann Pascoe on a wonderful achievement.

Hawks good and not so good
By FRANS BROUWER

LATE 2015 and 2016 has been a mixed
bag for the South Warrandyte Cricket Club. The seniors are generally
struggling, the juniors are flying,
and the veterans sit somewhere in
the middle as the club attempts to
attain consistency across the board.
Worryingly, the top three senior
teams (Wilkins, Pascoe and D Grade)
are locked in battles to avoid relegation. Of these, the Thirds have been
perhaps the unluckiest, with narrow
losses in Rounds 2 (one run), 5 (seven runs) and 9 (in the last over). The
Fifth XI, a mostly father/son team
in H Grade, is last and yet to win a
match, and is potentially sitting a
grade or two high.
However, the Fourth XI (F Grade)
sits fourth,, a game and percentage
ahead of fifth, and with remaining
matches against second, fifth and
sixth may be able to climb the ladder.
In veterans, the Masters 2 team
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Muscat the
man to lead
the Bloods
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

WARRANDYTE Football Club has
begun life in EFL Division 3 with the
appointment of a new senior coach
to run the show in 2016.
Peter Muscat, former senior assistant coach at EFL Division 1
runners-up Norwood, was chosen
to take over from Michael Tout and
aims to bring a strong passion for
coaching and teamwork to his role.
Muscat brings a wealth of experience in both playing and coaching
positions to Warrandyte, which
includes stints as the senior coach
and captain of Croydon Cricket
Club, assistant coach and selector
of the VSDCA State Cricket team
and most recently his position
at Norwood in the top division.
Muscat brings knowledge and experience of high-level play that
should aid him in his first solo
senior football coaching stint.
Training has begun for season 2016,
and momentum is beginning to build
as opening day steadily approaches.
Despite losing a handful of senior
players from last year’s premiership side, the club is confident and
looking to recruit new players with
negotiations underway to attract
talent who can assist the side.
Practice fixtures have also been
announced, with Warrandyte scheduled to play multiple games before
its Division 3 opener. The club
travels first to Mt Waverley on
March 5, faces Ferntree Gully the
following weekend, before facing
Whitehorse at home on March 23.
The club plays Eastern Lions away
in its final pre-season contest, before
preparing for Round 1 and playing
for points.
The first home game of the season,
including the flag unfurling, has been
set for April 16 in what is expected
to be a great atmosphere.

Courtney ahead of the pack
By ANDREW RILEY

FOR Warrandyte Mountain Bike Club,
the summer break has brought with
it an abundance of activity. The
national series Rounds 3 and 4 were
held in Pemberton (WA) last month
and the club was strong at the event.
Young member Courtney Snowball,
who has been a regular competitor in
the national series, hit the podium in
finishing third in both rounds.
Courtney ventured out on her first
trip away alone with her partner in
crime Teagan Atherstone. Joining 14

Venom starts
year with a bang

other riders and two MTBA coaches,
Round 3 went off without a hitch as
Courtney was able to capitalise on a
great start and hold third place until
the finish.
However, Round 4 the following
day was a different story. Courtney
clipped her handlebars attempting
to pass a rider and crashed off to
the side, slipping into fifth place.
However, she jumped back on the
bike and managed to reel third place
back in over the first lap and was
set to travel to Thredbo for Round

"It's all about the kids"

REGISTRATIONS NOW OPEN @
www.warrandytejfc.org

MEET THE COACHES
Sunday February 14th 2016
10:00am to 12:00pm @ the Clubrooms,Taroona Ave

One the burst: Lachie Smart drives a layup.
Picture JENNY TREWELLA

Throwing the right punches
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

AMATEUR boxer Annie Reid made her mark at
the Australian Masters last year by winning the
gold medal for the 60-64kg female category.
Despite only beginning to box recently,
Annie developed the necessary skill set
to compete at a high level on Masters
Weekend, held in Adelaide on October 3.
“I haven’t had any previous experience, but
I’ve always been interested in gym work. I
started at NVC boxing in Ringwood in January
this year with Steve Marks as my trainer, who’s
an ex professional boxer,” Annie said.

Candlebark car park.
Cycling Australia is also offering a
fantastic program for women called
She Rides. The eight-week course is
designed for women who would like
to get out more on their mountain
bikes, learn some skills, improve
fitness and meet
like-minded people. The program
will be held on Saturday mornings
starting in April, and those who
would like more information need
only visit www.sherides.com.au or
www.warrandytemtb.com.au

WARRANDYTE JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB

By NICOLE HOWARD

IF you’re a young baller, the Australia Day weekend isn’t time to be going away on holiday. Instead, it’s time to knuckle down for the Eltham
Dandenong Junior Basketball Tournament.
The annual tournament is the largest in the
Southern Hemisphere and often proves to
be an important weekend for growth and
team bonding. The weekend of 2016 was an
extremely successful weekend for the Warrandyte Venom, with strong development evident
across all age groups. Further to growth and
a greater familiarity with team strategies
and structures, there were a number of
Warrandyte teams who made finals. The 16.3
boys and the 20.2 boys were rewarded with
excellent grand final wins, while the U14.5
boys, U16.1 boys, U20.1 boys, U20.3 boys and
U20.1 girls fell just short at the final hurdle.
It was also with great pride that all Venom
teams wore black armbands in memory of
committee member Steve Somerwil. Warrandyte has always presented itself as a club with
people who genuinely care for others, and the
organisation stood tall to show respect for
Steve, his family and the entire Warrandyte
basketball community.
Special mentions must also be given to the
unsung heroes of the weekend, who were once
again the referees. A huge weekend for officials, refs had to contend with working back
to back to back games, and all did a wonderful
job. Congratulations must go to all players,
coaches and officials and their families for
their commitment to the weekend and to the
broader growth of the Venom program.

5 on February 5 full of confidence.
Club members in and around Warrandyte, Candlebark and Plenty
Gorge have also blessed the club
with plenty of impromptu social riding. There have been two rounds of
skill sessions for kids and members
have been flooding Facebook with
photos of local rides in Buxton, to
longer rides out in Tathra in New
South Wales.
Children’s skill sessions now lead
into kids races that will be held on
February 5 and 26 at 6pm in the

The benefits of the sport have not been
lost on Annie, who has become comfortable with the techniques and the mental
requirements needed to seriously compete.
“You don’t know what to expect until you get
hit. He (Steve) realised how we reacted and
that we wanted to keep doing it; he saw how
serious we were. Because it was a new sport
for me, I was just pushing myself to try. Boxing
starts with your footwork and you don’t have
to be strong, you just have to be fast. For me
it’s about trying to be as fit and healthy as
you can. It’s a fantastic sport,” Annie said.

WJFC is a family friendly, community orientated club with long history of offering the
kids not only a great sporting experience but also strongly encouraging good social values
and personal development.Our boys and girls compete in each age group from Under 8’s
right through to Colts in Under 17.
All new players receive a FREE WJFC Hoodie on registration, and game day jumper and
training tops are provided.

Season Launch @

CLIFFORD PARK

Sunday February 21st 2016
Time will be advised at the Meet the Coaches
& on the website
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Grand Gift is all set

By MICHAEL DI PETTA

RUN Warrandyte’s 2016 event is going to even greater lengths to include
and entertain the entire community,
premiering the Grand Hotel Warrandyte Gift, a handicapped sprint race
which joins other existing events to
further bolster the day.
Offering a cash prize, the Gift will be
run on the main oval as runners from
longer distance events finish their
races, allowing spectators to witness
an exciting quick sprint event not
previously offered on the day.
Sponsored by the Grand Hotel,
the Gift is offering a prize of $600
dollars to be split between the three
podium places, to give runners a
little incentive before taking off.
The day (Sunday March 6) kicks off
with the 15km run at 8am sharp,
followed by the 10km, 5km, and two
point 2km events shortly after. The
U8s have centre stage next, before
heats start for the inaugural gift at
9am.
The day can’t be run without
volunteers and those who are interested need only register online.
This year the road events have been
altered, with a section of rough added to the now famous Run by the
River. The familiar 2.2km run/walk
event now only contains one lap of
the Second Avenue loop, but has runners doing more on the main oval.
All other tracks have been
changed slightly, and include the
Pound Bend Tank, all starting
and finishing on the main oval.
All participants who register online
will receive a Run Warrandyte running singlet as part of their entry
fee and money raised will aid local
sporting clubs - Warrandyte Junior
Football Club, Warrandyte Football
Club, Warrandyte Netball Club and
Warrandyte Cricket Club. Visit warrandytesports.com.au

Say hello to skiking...
A combination of biking
and skiing comes to town

By TOBY WARD

FOR many people, the Victorian
ski season has an avalanche of
drawbacks. It is brief and inconsistent. It is expensive and
several hours away. Before the
snow season commences in June,
thousands of Victorians will scour
the market for cheap deals and
holiday packages, all contributing
to an industry worth just under $2
billion a year.
It is little wonder Len Budge has
found an alternative.
“I’m a very passionate cross
country skier,” explains Budge,
with the grassy hills of Westerfolds Park behind him. As he
unloads equipment from his car,
it becomes clear his ski season
doesn’t require snow.
“I’ve used a variety of dry land
training techniques to prepare for
winter, all year round for many
years from about 1986.”
Austrian inventor, Otto Edder,
transcended cross country skiing
in 2000, expanding the limitations
of the sport forever. “Skiking”, a
combination of biking and skiing,
has slalomed its way across the
globe and over 600 Australians
are now traversing landscapes
across the country, including Warrandytians.
“As the Australian general distributor for skike equipment, I see
skiking as a new form of rollerblading,” says Budge.
“I think skiking is becoming just
as popular as those activities did
when they were at their peak.”
For most first time skikers,
the experience is a refreshing
challenge. Taylor Battista, 21,

strapped himself into a pair of
skikes, wiped the nervous sweat
from his forehead and travelled
his first few metres.
“I’d never skied before so I was
pretty apprehensive,” he says.
“When I was a kid, I used to love
rollerblading so that gave me
some self-belief.”
Battista’s rollerblading past was
evident as he confidently glided
his way to the top of each hill before descending, yelling encouragement for his fellow beginners
to do the same.
As the skiking community continues to develop, Budge says
there are constant inquiries and
incoming orders.
“People like the look of skikes
as soon as they see them and
they’re immediately attracted,” he
says. “When we’re skiking we’re
smiling inside and out. I realise
that the people we pass are smiling because we are smiling with
enjoyment. I love gliding along
Warrandyte’s trails beside the
Yarra with the early morning sunlight filtering through the trees.”
John Mollica is one of Budge’s
latest recruits.
“It’s a real buzz”, he says. “You
feel like you’re in touch with
nature and breathing a purer air.
When you’re skiking you can feel
the breeze, it’s great.”
It didn’t take Mollica long to
throw himself into the sport and
the 54-year-old purchased his
own gear after one session.
“I’m fascinated by skiking and
I’ve been making great progress.
It's also a really great workout,
you feel so active and it’s unlike

any other form of exercise I’ve
tried before.”
Like cross country skiing, skiking trains 90% of the body’s total
muscle mass. As Budge explains:
“I love that there are no jarring
impacts, there is minimum wear
and tear on my body, and easy accommodation of my body’s physical and arthritic limitations.”
The sport’s rise has given many
people a chance to experience
cross country skiing within the
proximity of their hometowns. As
skiking’s popularity continues to
grow in Australia, an unpredictable snow season may become
less disappointing and skiing in
summer, a certainty.
Visit skike.com.au or call 0417
352 845
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We are vegan, hear us raw
By GEM NOSTREM

with CHRIS SHARP

New Year resolutions

We’re a month into the year
already and let’s face it, quite a
few of us will have broken our
New Year resolutions.
We made them with good intentions, promising ourselves
this year would be different to
all the others: that we’d finally
find a diet we could stick to, get
leaner, get fitter, start a decent
training program and go to the
gym more often.
Then life gets in the way.
Whether you’re still going
strong with your resolutions,
you’ve fallen off the wagon,
or you’re clinging on to your
goals by your fingertips, this is
for you.
Write down your goals
They say “a goal is just a dream
until it’s written down” and how
often do your dreams come
true? If you’ve not written down
everything you want to achieve
in 2016 yet, go and do it now.
Grab a pen and paper, and either
10 small sticky notepads or 10
sheets of paper, and write your
goals down on every single one.
Then stick them places you’ll
see them every day.
Make it attainable
You’d probably love to squat
150kg or win an international
physique competition, but it’s
a better idea to start small
with your goals. Whatever your
ultimate aim is, scale that back
to something you can achieve
within the year. Then get even
smaller and find a goal for three
months down the track. Finally
give yourself smaller weekly and
even daily goals.
Get social support
If you can’t get where you want
to be on your own, no matter
how dedicated and disciplined
you are, then make sure you
have a strong social support
network in place. Tell your
family about what you want to
do this year and explain how
important it is to you. With their
support you’re far more likely to
succeed. Look at your friends
too – are they fit, healthy and
focused on their health, or are
they lazy, prefer to go drinking
than hit the gym, and don’t care
at all about their nutrition? If so,
it might be time to make a few
new friends too.
Be flexible
You’ll never have the perfect
situation where you can make
every single gym session on
time and have as long there as
you want. You won’t get unlimited time for meal preparation,
and things will get in the way.
Injuries, work commitments and
a busy family life can all make
reaching your goals seem even
harder. That’s why it’s crucial
that you’re flexible. Don’t try to
stick to a rigid diet plan where
you have to eat eight meals
per day and spend 10 hours a
week cooking if you work long
days and have young kids.
Realise that you don’t have to
be perfect. Perhaps, instead of
trying to stick to a strict meal
plan, you track your calories
and aim for a minimum protein
intake along with 6-8 servings of
veggies every day. Find or create
a workout where you superset
everything and use circuits to
get your strength training done
quicker. You could be done in
45 minutes!

WARRANDYTE’S veteran road warriors and raw vegan ambassadors
Janette Murray-Wakelin and Alan
Murray continue to spread their
healthy message throughout the
world.
In 2013 the couple ran together
around Australia (15,782km), completing an extraordinary 366 marathons (43km) each in 366 days with
no rest days. On January 1, 2014,
they acquired world acclaim by setting a new world record as the only
couple over 60 – fuelled entirely on
raw fruit and vegetables, wearing
barefoot shoes – to run 366 consecutive marathons while “running raw”
around Australia.
“This run was primarily to inspire
and motivate conscious lifestyle
choices, to promote kindness and
compassion for all living beings and
to raise environmental awareness for
a sustainable future,” Janette says.
Janette and Alan have been actively
following a raw vegan lifestyle for
more than 11 years after Janette was
diagnosed with cancer and told she
had six months to live. As a result,
the lifestyle choices she made along
with the support of Alan set them
both on a journey to optimal health.
As veteran ultra endurance runners, they believe they have proven
beyond any doubt that living a
raw, vegan and conscious lifestyle
“results in optimal health where
physically, mentally and emotionally
anything is achievable”.
Since finishing their record-breaking Run Around Australia, Alan and
Janette have been inundated with
global media interviews for TV,
radio, podcasts, newspapers, magazines and online blogs.
They have been invited to speak
at schools, festivals, seminars and
conferences throughout Australia
and worldwide, including the Toronto Raw Vegan Festival and the
Toronto ideacity Conference in
Canada (similar to TED Talks), the
Woodstock Fruit Festival in New
York, USA National Public Radio New
York, the World Vegan Summit in LA,
the first Raw Vegan Festival in Hong
Kong, a two-week speaking tour of
China and were invited to speak with
government ministers and in schools
in the Sultanate of Brunei.
Janette and Alan were also approached by a filmmaker and film
production company to make a
documentary based on their Run
Around Australia and the positive
message it conveyed.
The film will include raw footage
taken while on the run, as well as
cinematic footage taken while they
were filming on location during 2014.
A short film version of the upcoming
feature film was accepted for screening at the prestigious Cannes Film
Festival in France earlier this year,
which resulted in a favourable and
positive response from well respected global film distributors.
The feature film, entitled ‘RAW the Documentary’, is in final post
production and is expected to be released for screening in film festivals
throughout the world during 2016.
Visit https://chuffed.org/project/
raw-the-documentary
“During our travels and speaking

events, many people were saying
that they couldn’t or didn’t enjoy
running, so asked what would we
recommend they do for exercise,”
Janette said.
“We always reply that so long as a
person does some exercise to keep
the body active every day, that will
keep them physically fit. We don’t
recommend running a marathon a
day,” she adds with a smile, “but
there are many options to enjoy on a
daily basis. For instance, how about
going for a nice walk?”
And so, a year after Janette and
Alan had completed Running Raw
Around Australia, they decided to
embark on another challenge, this
time with a Change of Pace, to show
again by example what is possible
physically, mentally and spiritually
when living a conscious lifestyle.
“Some years ago while we were
living in France, we would go for a
run or walk along the many walking
trails that are established throughout Europe, most of which date
back several hundreds of years to
the days when pilgrims would walk
from their home to places of sacred
or spiritual renown, in the search of
healing and/or inner peace,” Janette
explains.
“And although we were able to
enjoy some of these trails, we were
working at the time so could only
do short walks. We always felt we’d
go back one day to do an extended
walk”.
So 30 years later in May 2015, after
screening the short film RAW - the
Documentar y at the Cannes Film
Festival in France, they started yet
another adventure, walking 2200km,
carrying everything they needed in
their backpacks, from Paris France
to Santiago de Compostela in Spain
along the Pilgrim Way known as El
Camino.
“El Camino de Santiago de Compostela is a network of routes across Europe which all lead to the northwest
of Spain and the sacred shrine of St
James in Santiago de Compostela”,
explained Janette. “This pilgrimage
route has attracted devout pilgrims

since the 12th Century, but today,
hundreds of thousands of people
from all over the world (over 200,000
in 2014) set out each year to walk the
route for many reasons, such as for
a physical challenge; to experience
hiking in outstanding natural landscapes and to visit historical heritage sites. Of course, many still walk
the Way as an inner journey to both
spiritual and self-enlightenment.
Alan said: “To reach the 800km
El Camino route across Spain, we
decided to start in Paris and walk
through central France, heading
south alongside the canals and rivers
where we had worked before. For
us it was a wonderfully nostalgic
part of our walk, especially as we
were able to visit friends along the
Way. When we reached Spain and
the start of El Camino after crossing
the mountainous Pyrenees, we had
already walked 1400km, then there
was only 800km to go!
“Apart from it being an amazing
physical challenge,” Alan added.
“Walking the Camino through ever-changing scenery and meeting
with other pilgrims was incredibly
enjoyable and we found it was very
easy to do it all on a raw vegan diet
of mostly fresh fruit and some green
vegetables.”
Janette agrees.
“It is certainly an experience we
would highly recommend,” she says.
“There is something very special
about it and many people find out
what that is for themselves during
their own walk. We personally plan
to return and walk a different route
some time in the future, but we hope
that by walking the Camino this year,
two years after running around Australia and now at the ages of 70 and
66, we have inspired others to realise
that you’re never too old to achieve
anything you want, whether it be
physical, mental and/or spiritual,
if you are continually in an optimal
state of health and conscious awareness.”
Janette is currently writing an account of their Camino walk entitled,
A Change of Pace, to be published as

an insightful picture book containing
a selection of the 3700 photos taken
during their 80 days on the Camino.
So, the question for this inspiring
couple now is, “What’s next?”
“I think we may have set the bar
a little high with our run around
Australia and now the walk through
France and Spain, so we do get asked
that question often”, Janette said
with a laugh.
“However, we do have some exciting plans for 2016 and beyond. Our
main focus will be to premiere our
film RAW - the Documentary which
may involve going on tour to the
various film festivals worldwide, but
certainly around Australia.”
“We will, of course, continue to give
presentations and speaking events
worldwide,” added Alan, “but we
are also planning to offer more personal consultations and conscious
living workshops and retreats here
in Australia. We will also be offering
Camino ‘Walkshops’ for those interested in following the Way.
“So, with that in mind, we have decided to find a suitable property as a
venue and also where we can live in
a self-sufficient, sustainable way and
share hands-on what it means, and
how simple and satisfying it is to be
healthy and happy living a raw vegan
conscious lifestyle.
Janette said: “We plan to move to
Far North Queensland and set up
our new property to offer retreats
in the near future, and we will also
be starting an inspirational blog and
YouTube channel as well as online
consultations through our website.
That way, we can continue to lead
people down the raw vegan path,
so to speak!”
Janette is the author of the highly
acclaimed book Raw Can Cure Cancer (now in it’s fourth edition) and
her second book, Running Out of
Time - Running Raw around Australia, released in 2014, will also be
available at the event and through
their website: rawveganpath.com
For more infor mation email:
email@RawVeganPath.com.

Warrandyte winners in Section 4
By TRICIA BARRETT

FINISHING in third place at the end
of the home and away season behind
UCTC and Yan Yean, Warrandyte
was by no means favourites for
the flag. But the Friday Night Section 4 boys team of Ethan Boell,
Angus McLellan, James Davenport,
Liam Honan and Cooper Wilson
(right) were up for the challenge.
Their only home match, a rain
delayed semi-final, resulted in a
comfortable win over fourth placed
St John CTC, seven sets 44 games to
one set 25 games.
But the preliminary final against
UCTC a week later was to be much
closer, with both teams equal on
four sets each, but Warrandyte
prevailing by four games, 32 to 28.
The opportunity to complete an

unlikely upset was on after a strong
start, leading by four games at the
halfway mark of the grand final in
Yan Yean. The good play continued
and Warrandyte ended up eight
games the better when the matches
were over, taking out the flag against
the odds.
The Diamond Valley Friday evening interclub competition will
resume in February 2016 with five

Warrandyte teams across the eight
sections. Please see warrandytetennisclub.org.au for information.
WTC Hot Shots are Oz Open stars
The Warrandyte Tennis Club Hot
Shots were once again the stars
of the show at the 2016 Australian
Open. This year the boys had centre
stage on Rod Laver Arena to open
play on Day 10, while the girls were
the main attraction on “Women’s
Tennis Day” (Day 11).
Rallying on court were 22 Hot
Shots and six mums under the
watchful eye of coach Craig Haslam.
“This is a once in a lifetime experience for the kids and their
families. To be on centre court
at one of the four Grand Slam
events is certainly a money can’t
buy experience,” Haslam said.

Before the Australian Open, the Warrandyte Hot Shot stars were also on
court at the Kooyong Classic before
the Simon v Lopez fixture. The kids
made a guard of honour, and even
got to high five the tennis stars as
they made their way onto court.
Cardio Tennis goes global
Not to be outdone by their kids,
the Warrandyte Tennis Club cardio
mums also graced the court at the
Australian Open. The cardio group,
lead by coach Michael Holloway,
opened the night session on Margaret Court Arena on Day 4 of play.
The girls demonstrated their cardio
tennis skills to not only the crowd
but also an international audience.
Jacqui Thompson even tossed the
coin for the Bouchard v Bertens
singles match.
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